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“Birds in the Branches

High,”
*
ALPHONSO RITCHIE.
THE CHURCHES
PERSONAL
School
Birds,”
Ritchie of LewThe
death
of
Alphonso
was
bird day, April 8th,
The regular services will be held at the
^Florence Gray
Robert Holt spent last week in Boston
the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Universalist church Sunday with sermon iston,
,t,si rved, but many private
Grade VI,-Lylla M. Sprague, teacher
Ritchie of this city, is one or the saddest and vicinity.
in
various
of
it
at
10.45
mindful
a.'m. by Rev. William Vaughan. ever
was
filled
with
life
His
recorded.
The choir will have a special musical proattention of children to Recitation, “The Bluebird,”
Charles H. Field returned home ThursViolet Bickford gram. The
happiness and ambition; his past most
i’s address on the birdsSunday school will meet at honorable and his future very bright. day from a business trip to Machias.
of
Birds,”
noon.
and significance of the- Essay, “Migration
The news of his death Tuesday came
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Hall left Saturday
Linwood Pattee
nd the McLellan schools
First Parish (Unitarian) Church. with crushing grief to his relatives and for a short visit in Boston and vicinity.
“The
Catbird,”
and worth-while pro- Recitation,
Amanda Marshall Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister. Preaching unusual sorrow to many friends in this
Mrs. N. W. Whitman has returned
rgely from the program I
He was employed by the Censervice Sunday at 10.45 a. m., sermon vicinity.
Recitatiou, “Two Wise Owls,”
ant out by the Fish and
from a short visit in Bangor, her former
tral Maine Power Company with head
“The
Need."
World's
Greatest
subject,
Perley
Other
Gray
j
at Augusta
it
“Bird’s Feathers,” Doris Collins Church school at noon.
All cordially quarters in Lewiston and was called to home.
i,iion to the necessity of Essay,
invited to these services
“The Sandpiper,”
Norway to adjust trouble with a transRecitations,
Misses Bertha H. and E. Leverne Whittime
would
their
ay as
Recitation,

“Our Friends the
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Herman Woods
Grades 7th, 8th and 9th combined with
and McLellan schools
and ha
a
guests pres- readings, poems, and pictures thrown on
the screen by the baliopticon, when a
i-e school the following
story of each bird shown was told by the
ried out:
pupils.
by all -America
The High school gave the following:
Bird Day Proclamation
Gov.
Baxter’s proclamation,
Watson
Foster, Grade IV.
Grade I Nickerson; Protection of Birds, Ida Marrd Songs,
Birds
of
the
Community, David
Grade I riner;
Grade I Moody; Other Birds, Verna Greenlaw;
vocal
The
duet,
Bluebird, Helen Wescott
Barbara Luce, Grade T
and Charlotte Knowlton; The Song Sparn’t Kill the Birds,
Grade II row, Mildred Black; reading from BryGrade II ant, To a Waterfowl, Ruth Dinsmore; a
n Sparrows,
Grade III chorus by the school.
and Woodpecker,
Bird Day was observed in the Upper
wrcnce Dow, Grade III
Grammar grades of (he Head-of-Tide
uldren and Blue Bird,
school
with the following program:
Anne Cooper, Grade III
Victrola music, “Spring Song.”
4 Sparrow,
Wilfred Hall, Morrill Reading of Governor’s Proclamation.
Ruth Tibado
Grade III Reading, “The Phoebe,”
e Wescott,
Sarah Dickey
Reading, “The Oriole,”
,iue Jay,
“The
Nightingale.”
ranees Busse, Grade 111 Victrola music,
Grace Hatch
Reading, “The Robin,”
due Bird,
by School
ilia Roderick, Grade III
Quotations,
b Girls
Grade 111 Song, “The Blackbird,”
i.iVVS,
Recitation,“\\ ho Stole the Bird’s Nest?”
of tl.e Birds,
Marion Dickey
Alice Davis, Grade IV

-,-e

i

l

j
;

1

erine Pendleton and
Ora Rogers, Grade IV
rows,

;otby Thomas, Grade IV
Blue Bird,
belli Dunbar, Grade IV

;

Grade IV
Grade IV
Clever Device,
arnin Buzzell, Grade IV
Grade V
Grade V
riella Coombs, Grade Vt
A inows,
Grade V:
Grade Vf
:urn,

j

“The Chewink’s Nest,”
Mrs. Wentworth
School
Song, “Rob White,”
Essay, “The Good Birds Are to the
Frank Hurder
Farmer,”
6 G rls
Song, “The Bird’s Return,”
“The
Eva Tibado
Reading,
Bluebird,”
Reading, “The Chickadee,'!
Kenneth Twombly
Reading, “The Food of Birds,”
Gladys Clements
School
Song, “The Robin’s Return,”
Song, “The Woodpecker,”

Reading,

SchoOj

Methodist Church. People's MethChurch, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; teleodist

phone, 213.11.

Sunday morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
North Congregational Church.
Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
High street; telephone, 157-4. Morning
worship at 10.45, sermon by the pastor.
Church school at noon. Men's Forum
at 12.15. Stereopticon lecture at 7.30 p.
Rev. A. C

m.,

subject,

“The Black Man in White
Man’s Africa." Strangers and visitors
are cordially invited to
worship at this

church.
Ihere will be a Box Supper for the
church and parish in tue church parlors
at s x o’alock on
Thursday evening. Following the supper there will be a Book
Social and entertainment
All are requested to come representing some book.
It is hoped there wiil be a large attendance.
Each person attending the supper
is desired to bring a box of food and pay

nominal sum of tec cents for coifee.
Admission tor the evening a;one, 15

a

cents.

Thr Boy Scouts an! members of the
Institute had a splendid time together in
the vestry last Monday evening. Supper
was served to the boys at 6
o’clock, Mr.
Zenas D. Hartshorn beiug in charge and
well
after
the boys.
looking
Needless to
say the good things on the table quickly
disappeared when the boys
ere intro
duced to them. After supper the boys
spent the eveniug in games, etc.

The Ladies’ Guild will meet next Mon-

day evening at the home of Miss Louise
Clement, 6 John street. It is hoped all
members will endeavor to be present.

MRS. JOHN A. BASSETT
The First Baptist church. Rev.
I
sparrow’s Song,
Ceorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
i'ouglas Elliott, Grade V
Sarah J., wife of John A. Bassett,
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. The services
Spring,
died April 6th at the home of their only of
worship on Sunday are at 10.45 and
Stephenson, Grade VI child, Mrs. Percy A. Bradford, North7.30. Bible school at 12 o’clock and the
ness of Birds,
They came here from Pe- Christian Endeavor at 6.30
port avenue.
Thursday
nrd Hammons, Grade VI
jepscot Mills about five years ago and at 7.30 the mid-week service.
at. Bird.
have since resided here.
She was born
A
hearty invitation is extended to
Marie Curtis, Grade VI in Richmond 62 years
ago, the daughter strangers in the city and the co-operatiun
Robin,
of Joseph and Eliza (Curtis) Patterson. of
friends
in the community who are not
atel Coombs, Grade VI During her residence here she had made
obligated by interest and duty to support
Jake Holmes, Grade Vf
who
her
death
and
regret
many friends,
some other church, is earnestly desired in
Mary Spear, Grade Vf sympathize with the bereaved.
The futhe growing work of this church.
Blue Bird,
neral was held Friday at 1 p. m., Rev.
The pastor’s sermon themes for SunHarriet White, Grade VT William Vaughan officiating.
The bearAll ers were Messrs. B. B. Greenlaw, Alger day deal with fundamental elements in
spangled Banner,
the Christian life and service, and bow
Wellman, Fred W. Herrick end H. E. righteousness and goodness may serve
School program was:
The interment was in Grove the common welfare of the
Knights
community.
ha Hogan, teacher
Cemetery, Mrs. Bassett’s two sisters, Morning theme: “What is the Go pel
Mrs. Charles Hammond and Mrs. George
“The
Divine Art
School
Message?” Evening,
i;rds, Boys,”
Whitmore of Providence, R. 1., also Mr. of
School
Making People Happy.” The music
Sparrow,”
and Mrs. E. R. Bassett of Lisbon Falls at these services
will, as usual, bring' its
Ruby Braley, teacher
came to attend the services, whicli were
own comfort and
inspiration to every
in Redbreast,” School private on account of critical illness in
worshiper.
id the Bluebird,”
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford’s family.
The engagements for the week: Mon..Emerald Thomas, Marian
day evening meeting of Mrs. Sauer’s
11 lements, Florence PatCHARLES M. CLEMENT
High school girls at 13 Cedar street,
Special meeting of Boy Scouts in the
Esther Hartshorn,
Mr. Charles M. Clement died in Lowell, vestry. Tuesday evening, Rangers meettute teacher
| March 30th, aged 60 years. He was born ing at the home of Master Harry Foster,
School in Knox, Maine, the son of James and Miller street. Wednesday evening, the
Relief Varnum Clement.
He married Ladies’ Sewing Circle have been engaged
:ace E. Walton, teacher
Angelina Clement, daughter of Job and to serve a special dinner in Memorial
he’s Nest,”
School j
Adelia McFarlane Clement of Montville. Hall. Thursday evening, mid-week sere Bluebird,”
Soon after their marriage they moved to vice of the church.
Friday, 7 30, chorus
Ruth Vaughan
Lowell, where they have always made rehearsal under the direction of Mr. PaSchoo.i their home. Mrs. Clement
Creed,”
away
passed
quette.
Saturday, hikes and athletic
School
bin,”
! in
August, 1919. Mr. Clement left rm events by the Scouts and Rangers, under
I a M. Hamilton, teacher
1
immediate relatives, but Mrs. Clement the direction of their leaders.
: left two
Baptist Anniversary Week, New World
brothers, Mr. Henry and Mr.
School
Return,”
Movement, April 24-May 1.
School Merton E. Clement, both of Montville
Do,”
1

iui

■

j..

in’i Kill the

Birds,”

School

■

line O.

Coombs, teacher
elcome to the Birds,”
School

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Marden of Pittsfield were guests Monday of Mr and Mrs.
R. W. Cunningham, called by the funeral
of Mr. Marden’s father, Charles C. Marden, at Swanviile.

his Week’s

Specials
Made Sausage 25c. lb.

■me

(Compound
Lard

4 Ac

JELL-O

I ^ tb.

Oysters

gK£a3

PURE

50%

ROOMS

.COCOA

c

each

*Perry5S' Markets
»

I
v
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BELFAST, MAINE,
t

produce 250,000 pairs of pants this

supply its trade.
We are permanently increasing our
nufacturing business and must have
r

to

Girls at Once"

X Additional

is easy to learn,
and under high
"rade management, our machinery the

working system
factory is sanitary

()ur

^rn,^t up to date type
Belfast is
ts

city

a

and easy to operate.

most desirable

and attrac-

a

lining. Write or apply to
PULLMAN’S PANTS FACTORY,
Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine.

Mrs. B. M Seldon has returned home
from a short visit in Haverhill, Mass.,
and Portland.
Mr.

Morrill—None.

Nortjport—Freeman

Black.

Palermo—None.
Prospect—Hugh Kelley
Searsmont—William C. Jackson, Dan-

iel G.

Richards.,

Searsport—Oliver

Gilkey,

H.
Harold Smith.

Downs,

Ralph

Thorndike—Nathan Ward,. Clyde Gil-

ley, Luther

Steves.

Tfoy—None.
Unity Wilfred Mil s, Walter Douglaas,
Woodford West, S. Benjamin Berry.
W aldo—Pearl Dutton, Pearl Blood.
Winterport—Alihan K. Bolan, Harold
DamoD, Oscar E. Marden, Myron E. Rich.
(Frank D. Hazeltine Post, No. 43,
R. A.

Are you

a

Bramhall,

Mason?

Commander.

and

Mrs.

E. Smythe are
spending a week or more in Boston, their
former home.

Fred

Mrs. Edgar M. Hall left recently to
visit her niece, Mrs. George Simpkinson,
of Canton, Mass.
Mrs. William Simpson returned Saturto Fairfield after a visit with Mrs.
Horace E. McDonald.

1

day

Miss Jessie Gartley returned to Bangor
Monday after spending a week with Mr.
and Mrs. B. tl. Mudgett.
Mrs. Lois O.

Dickey

has returned from

Rockland, where she spent the winter
with her son, E. H. Dickey.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin J. Fernald were
uests of the latter’s relatives in Milo a
few days the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury will
leave Thursday for their annual visit at
Hotel Chelsea in New York City.

Rudolph H. Cassens arrived Thursday
from Fort Pierce, Fla., on business with
the Eastern Illustrating Company.
Mrs. Harry H. Upton and little daughter Sheila Mary of Springvale, are guests
of her mother, Mrs. J. O. Hayes.
Mrs. A. E. Dutch returned last Friday
from Bangor, where she had an operation
performed on her nose and throat.
Levi F. Howard, who has been confined
to (his home, 73 Bridge street, since last
January with illness, was able to walk
down last Saturday.

Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore returned home
Saturday from Portland, where she spent
a
few weeks with her parents, Dr. and
Mrs. George E. Morgan.
John F. Durham returned to Dartmouth
after
spending the
spring vacation with his parents, Mr.
ai d Mrs. James C. Durham.

College Saturday

Walter, son of George D. Paige of this
city, is in the aero squadron service and
now located at
Pampagna, Philippines.
He is also studyii^ telegraphy.

THOMAS R. PENTECOST
_

Rev. Thomas R. Pentecost died at his
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley left
home at Mcfarland's Corner, March 31, Monday for their annual vacation of
sevaged anout 78 years. He was born June eral weeks in New York, where Dr.
Tap2, 1843, i Cornwall, England. His father ley will study at the city hospitals.
died when he was a small child, and his
J. W. Turner of Allstoo, Mass., is the
mother and two brothers and three sisters
came to
Brooklyn, Ontario, and settled guest lor several days of Mr. and Mrs.
He is looking after
there when he was about 9 years old. Bernes O. Norton.
When quite a young man he felt the call the opening of his cottage at Northport.
to enter the ministry, and left home to
Percy Tuttle of New York arrived reeducate himself. He graduated from Wil- I
cently as a guest of his brother, Adrian
braham Academy and Boston University,
C. Tuttle. He also visited his mother,
Mass., entered the ministry and joined Mis. Emery Varney of
Freeport, en route
the East Maine Conference in 1877
He
preached at the following places: River- here.
side, Cross Hill, Windsor, Montville, PaMrs. Thomas E. Bowker and little
lermo, Union and Sheepscot. He was daughter Martha returned Saturday from
superannuated and retired on a farm in Winthrop and were accompanied by her
Montville in 1890 on account of nervous father, Cheste,
Shaw, who will make
break down. Beside his daughter, Miss Tiis home here.
Mabel Pentecost, he leaves one sister,
Mrs. Alice I. Thombs arrived WednesMrs. Elizabeth |P. Hodgson of Chicago,
111., several nephews and nieces, one step- day from Portland, where she spent the
with her son, J. C. W. Perry and
daughter, Mrs. Lizzie McFarland of Mont- winter
his wife.
Mrs. Perry c. me with her for
ville, a step-grandson, Aaron P. McFar
land of Waterville, and a host of friend?, a few days’ visit.
He was twice married. His first wife was
Miss Grace Hazeltine returned SaturMiss Myra J. Smith of Lisbon, Maine, day to her studies at the
Capen school in
who passed away, leaving one daughter.
Northampton, Mass., after spending a
Miss Mabel Pentecost, who has been a short vacation witii her
parents, Mr. and
devoted, loyal daughter, the joy and pride Mrs. Ben Hazeltine.
of her father in his declining years. The
Dr. Alva Roy Scott of the Bangor Unisecond wile was Mrs. R. A. McFarland,
and she, too, preceded him, and is with tarian church, who cametd Belfast to adhim in the better life.
Cause of his dress the Women’s Alliance last Thursdeath was arterio sclerosis* He was in- day, was entertained during his stay at
terested in the dairy industry and for the home of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
several years owned one of the best herds Howes.
of cows in Waldo county. The funeral
Hugh R, Seavey of Rockwood arrived
from his late residence Sunday, April 3,
Friday for a short visit with Ins brother,
was largely attended.
Rev. E. E. Harri- George C. Seavey. He was on his
way
son of Searsmont officiated and preached
to Boston to consult a specialist in regard
an
eloquent and appropriate discourse to an injury to one of his legs received in
from the text, “I have fought a good an accident about
two years ago.
fight, I have finished my course, I have
Miss
Charlotte
daughter of
the
floral
Knowlton,
faith.”
The
kept
offerings
were many and very beautiful.
Burial Mr and Mrs. Clarence M. Knowlton, and
was
at Mount Repose cemetery.
So a member of the senior class of the B. H.
passed a good man, one of the town’s S., will be a soloist in the Knox Waldo
best citizens, and a loyal churchman. High school festival, which takes place
The funeral management was in charge in Camden late in May. She was one of
of Hon. L. C. Morse of Liberty.—R.M.H. the best in last year’s festival.

WILLIAM L.

David Nichols, who spent the winter
in the residence of John G. Chadwick,
Northport avenue, has returned to his
Mr. Chadwick and
home in Searsport.
family have returned home after spending the winter in the N. H. Small house
on Miller street.

HALL.

Harold Nutter is teaching school in
Freedom.
Mr. J. R. Nutter is working for Warren Emery in Jackson.
Mrs. Alice Stewart from Mass, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Charles McCorrison.

MisB Roberta Wiggin is teaching school
at Unity village and Miss Nora Wiggjn is
teaching in Prentiss.
A party of friends and relatives gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McCorrison on the eve of April 4th it
being their fortieth wedding anniversary.
The happy couple received some nice
presents and a pleasant evening was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. A. D. Simpson of West Somerville arrived Wednesday, called by the

Charles D. Luce died Friday
afternoon,
April 8th, at the home of his son, William

L. Luce, corner of Court and Elm streets.
With Mrs. Luce he came here several
months ago from Portland to make their
home with their son. He had been in
failing health for several years and was
for a short time in the Waldo
County
Hospital for medical treatment. Death
resulted from spinal trouble in complication with other diseases and from which
he was a great sufferer.
Mr. Luce was
born in Searsmont, Sept.
13, 1855, the son
of David P. and Elizabeth
(Young) Luce.
A prayer service was held Friday
evening
at his late home with Rev. C. W. Martin
of the Methodist church
officiating. Accompanied by his wife and son William
the body was taken by train
Saturday
morning to New Vineyard, Maine, where
the funeral was held Sunday afternoon at
the home of his mother.
Mr. Luce is
survived by his mother, his wife and
their two sons and daughter, Earle Luce
of Bangor, William L. Luce of Belfast
and Mrs Fred Leadbetter of Belmont.

jority of the tax payers of Maine will
say, “Well done. Governor Baxter.”
The Legislature vetoed Governor Baxter’s Katahdin project and his scheme
for the acquisition of Maine waterpowers.
To this we think the people respond
amen, very fervently.
The total appropriations made by the
Legislature are $737,896 33, less than the
estimated expenditures made by the Budget Committee. These figures show that
the

Legislature, as well as the Governor,
periodical impulses toward economy,
the appropriation bills make
possible a
State tax rate of five and one half
mills
tor the lirst period and
six mills for the
ye” ending June 30, 1923.
The rate fot
MENDALL-SNOWDEAL
,m„as seven and one-half mills, and
tor 1J20, was seven and
one-quarter mills.
John E. Mendall .of Belfast and Miss
In considering the tax rate as
fixed by
Florence Louise Snowdeal of Camden
the Legislature it will interest
our readwere married April 6th by Rev. J. Staners to know that one mill
each year
is
ley Crossland of the Methodist church,
to be used fcr the
of the
purpose
double ring ser vice being used. The
meeting War Loans as required by law
bride was becomingly gowned in orange
and another mill is set
apart for the Highand
white georgett;. She is the daughter
way Mill Tax, therefore the total tax
of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy C. Snowdeal of
rate to cover all State
expenses and the
Camden.
Among the guests were Wyman
School fund Tax will be three and one
Master Joseph and Edward
half mills for the first
period and four I Cushman,
mills for the second. The
Grillin, the Misses Gertrude, Elizabeth
Legislature and Alice
was in session 14
Griffin, Mrs. Mary J Griffinweeks, which is the avThe couple
erage length in recent years. It was a and Miss Gladys Oliver.
were attended by Wyman Cushman and
good working body of
men, and is entitled Miss
Hilda Shield Johnson.
to more credit for
They reeconomy than is evi- ceived
many useful and pretty gifts and
denced by the figures we have
given. A their numerous friends wish them a
long,
great many requests for
money came befor® th® Legislature which do not appear prosperous and happy life. Mr. Mendall
and
bride
will
in the
reside
is
Rockland.
Budget. The committees to which
Courier-Gazette.
these requests were
referred, after a pahearing, reported “ought not to
William A. and Loula A. Mason, who
pass and that was the end of them.
It have been in St.
would be interesting to read a list
Augustine, Fla., the
of these
few months, have wiitten that they
and to know how much
State money was past
expect to arrive home Wednesday, April
saved by turning them down.
20th.
had

—

tient;

Mr. and Mrs. Loren Cross have returned from Orlando, Fla., where they spent
the winter, and are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred S. Jackson.

Grove cemetery.

Arbuckl'e,

Swanville—Clarence W. Curtis.

living wage while

ten are spending a few weeks in Boston
and vicinity.

The sudden death of William Lyman
Hall at his home on Upper High street,
at 2 a. m. Sunday, April 10th, was a
shock to his family and many friends.
He had been ill for about a week with a
Belfast—Herbert H.
Lewis
Collins,
severe cold, but came to his studio as
Chesley Hatch, Frank D. Hazeltine, Earl usual, before pneumonia developed. Mr.
S. Parkinson, Martin F. Randall, Charles Hali was born in Monmouth in 1855, the
E. Rolerson, Edward Sawyer, Ralpti W. son of Andrew and Susan Spofford Hall.
Wording, Stanley R. Knowlton, Charles He lived for some years in Auburn, but
A. Stephensen.
came to Belfast to reside about 29'years
Belmont—No report.
ago. He was a photographer and highly
Brooks—Bernard F. Staples, Clifford respected by many friends. For many
J. Stevens.
years he had served on the Belfast school
Burnham—None.
board and for several years was a memFrankfort—Forest Catalyn, George M. ber of the board of Aldermen. He was
Roberts.
very pronounced in his own views, but
Freedom—Albert H. Bryant.
considerate of others’ opinions. In 1893,
Islesboro—G. Malcolm Yeaton.
he built his residence on High street.
Jackson—No report.
When not busy in his studio he could alKnox—Robert E. Hooper.
His
ways be found in the family circle.
Liberty—Ernest A. Ryan, George Col- widow, formerly Miss Mary E. Downing,
John
P.
Hoit.
by,
one daughter and a
Mrs.
son survive,
Lincolnville—Leroy H. Richards, Au- Phillip Littlefield of Springfield, Mass,,
brey M. Meservey.
and Donald S. Hall 'of Belfast. The fuMonroe—Charles Flanders
neral was held at his late home Tuesday
Fay D. t ousens, George JTictor Durham, at 2 p. m., Rev. William Vaughan officiChester Augusta Evans, Guy Wilmot ating.
Plummer, Joseph David Shibles, George
Chandler Stevens.
NOKIH MONTVILLE
Montville—Elden D. Choate.

Stockton Springs—No report.

in which to live.

New girls assured

The Frank D. Hazeltine Post of the
American Legion of Belfast has compiled
list of the boys of Waldo County who
died or were killed during tile recent war.
The list appears complete below with one
or two possible
exceptions, and unless
advising to the contrary the names contained in this list will be placed on the
Memorial Tablet.
There are yet several towns w;hich have
not replied to the letters sent to the Town
Clerks asking for the names of the boys
of the town who lost their lives. It is assumed that there were no boys from
these towns.
There is a doubt concerning the right
of some of the names on this list being
placed on the Tablet, but before the Tablet is cast these cases will be investigated and if necessary corrected.
It would be the regret of everyone to
have any name omitted from this Tablet,
which sjiould be placed upon it, and
everyone in the county should feel himself responsible to have this list correct.
If' there are yet those whose names
should appear on the Tablet, they should
be reported at once to the committee in
charge of this work.
Unless further names are received
within the next two weeks the Tablet
will be ordered with the names as they apThe names will be placed in
pear below.
alphabetical order on the Table with the
I towns of the county omitted.
The list corrected to date is as follows:
a

former. The cause of the accident is not
known at present as he was unconscious
when found. Physicians were summoned and worked three hours over him. The
Public Utilities Commission Sent a representative there and his fiancee, Miss
Louise A. Temple of Lewiston, accompanied by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Temple, also went to Norway as soon as
they learned of the accident. He was
Dorn in Monroe, July 20, 1897, the only
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Ritchie, and
came to Belfast with his parents when
eleven years old. After graduating from
the High school in 1914, he enlisted in
the Navy and served four years, leaving
at the end of his enlistment as a chief
eleetrician. After taking a nine-months
course at the Government
College in
New York Cilv, Ins sea duly was on the
U S. S. Virginia. For some time lie was
a Government inspector at Dayton, Ohio,
and while there was critically ill at the
time of the influenza epidemic.
Later he
became meter inspector with Stone A
Webster, with headquarters in Middletown, Conn. lie resigned this position
to enter the same line ot work witn the
Central Maine Power Company. His faithfulness and bright mind made him an
efficient electrician.
In the home hie
his boyhood and early manhood was a
source of joy as he would always listen
to reason and be obedient. He left his
home well equipped to be a good man
l'lie announcement of his
among men.
engagement to Louise A., the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Temple of
Lewiston was made at Christmas. She
resigned her position in the public
schools and also as a music teacher, and
full plans were made for their wending to
take place early in June. Several showers had been recently given for the brideto-be. Mr. Ritchie was a member of
Seaside Grange of Belfast and he united
with the Oddfellows Lodge while in Middletown. About three years ago he united with the Baptist church, while with
his auut in West Somerville.
He was
also engaged in Sunday school work
while there and his name was on the
church’s honor roil.
The funeral will
take place at the home of his parents at
10.30 Friday with his cousin, Rev. Ashley A' Smith of Bangor, assisted by Rev.
VV illiam Vaughan of
Belfast, officiating.
The bearers will be Dr. Foster G. Small,
and
Malcolm Vaughan and MalHenry
colm Cottrell. The interment will be in

CHARLES D. LUCE

This assembly finished its labors last
Sunday morning at about three o’clock.
Governor Baxter vetoed fourteen measures an1 eleven of these vetoes were sus
tained by the Legislature while three
were overruled by a two-thirds vote of
the House and Senate. The net result
was that the Governor’s vetoes saved the
State an expenditure of $375 644 and of
this amount $310,000 would have been fixed charges.
We think a very large ma-

J

Rudolph, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
H. Cassens of Belfast and now at Fort
Pierce, Ha., is the only boy to graduate
in June from the St. Lucie County High
School. He is prominent in athletics
and held the No. 1 rank in the State contest held recently.
Rudolph was one of
the best of boys while in Belfast, a good
pupil and unusually fond of nature
studies including botany.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery O. Pendleton are
the last of the Belfast party to leave St.
Cloud, Fla., where they spent the winter.
They leave April 22nd. Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick W. Brown are now with the
family of rheir daughter, Mrs. Willis Arnold in Warsaw, N. Y., having visited I
Mr. Brown plans j
several cities enroute.
to reach home in season for planting his

Isn’t it for your

Advantage

to—

Invest in Maine?
What securities do

absolutely
dends right through

that you can
interest or divithis period of inflation?
you own

count on to pay

What securities have
second’s uneasiness?

never

caused you

one

Well, your government bonds for
They pay off' right on time—always,

one.

Your Central Maine Preferred Stock for
another. Dividends are forthcoming tour
times a year, as regularly as the tirst of the

quarter rolls around.
You can,

unquestionably, buy securities of

higher yield. But can you buy any that
give you greater comfort and contentment?
a

An investment in Central Maine gives you
the satisfaction of helping to build Maine.
It gives you the safety that can be found

only in

a

security.

not send the coupon and learn more
strong points of this favor-

Why
about

sound old State of Maine

the many

ite State of Maine investment.

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta, Maine

W. J. Burns, Central Maine Power Company,

Belfast, Representative.
COUPON

Central Maine Power
Augusta, Maine.
Please send
your

security

me

Company,

information about

as an

investment.

Name_
r.j.

4- i4-’2i

Address
__

garden.
STEAMSHIP AGENTS MEET IN CONFERENCE AT BOSTON
A conference of the agents of the Eastern Steamship Lines was held in Boston
last week on board the steatnsbip Camden at India wharf. Nearly every agent
of the various lines including the superintendents were present.
The forenoon session was devoted entirely to traffic matters, and at lunch a
very interesting talk was given by Presi
dent Calvin Austin, followed by other
officials. J. A. Coates, the Vice President from New York, discussed many
matters relative to handling freight traffic. Nearly all of the other officials were
present, and at the close of the meeting
it was the consensus of opinion that this
occasion was of material benefit to all
and was adjourned to meet later at some
central point, such sb Rockland. The
meeting was arranged by Mr. A. B.
Sides, assistant to the president. The
Belfast Agency was represented by Geo.

THE

BEST CLUB

The best club in the community is
all
comppsed'of
*
those people who do business with a Bank. As a
rule they are people of standing, of credit and of
thrift. A man is known by the company he
keeps
This Bank invites you to become one of the number of those who are doing business in the right
WHY NOT JOIN THE CLUB OF THE
way.
EFFICIENT? WE PAY 2% ON CHECKIN'

ACCOUNTS.

Waldo Trust
UNITY

Compa

BELFAST

BRr

MAINE
cS,

death of her nephew, AlphonBO Ritchie. I E. Dunton.
x

-'A

McKEEN.

Journal

The Republican

Belfast, Thursday, April u,

1921.
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J use good fertilizers;
■*•1
you patronize a home
industry; you help to develop your own community,

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican loumal Pub.

Co.

__i_
A. I.

when you

In advance,
Subscription Ter;ms.
12.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
months.
three
or

QUOTATION
There are loyal

hearts,:

l

who have been seriously

use

Give love, and love to your life will flow,
And strength in your utmost need;
Have faith, and a score of hearts will
show
Their faith in your word and deed.
Give truth, and your gift will be paid in

BELFAST,

Ana honor will honor meet;
And a smile that is sweet will surely find
A smile that is just as sweet.
For life is the mirror of king and slave,
’Tis just what jou are and do;
Then give to the world the best you have,
And the best will come back to yeu.
Madeline S. Bridges.
THE

STATE

CONTINGENT

FUND

The legislature of 1915 authorized and
required the State Auditor and the State
Treasurer to open on their books an account to be known as the State Contin
On the first of January of
■tfach year all balances of unexpended
appropriations were to be transferred and

are

Andrew R. Myrick, Unity, to Mary
Mosher, do.; land and buildings in

rapidly

knows that fine silks
make fine waists, but do you know
that fine silk also makes fine flour. We
buy the very finest silk for use in sifting

Every

W.

Unity.

Marthon Doak

was

Herbert L. Hopkins, Stockton Springs,
to Charles W. Littleffeld, Prospect; land
and huildings in Prospect.

in Orono recently

Erwin W. Cook, Lewiston, to Truman
H. Cook, Auburn; land in Troy.
Samuel K. Thomp-on, Montville, to
recently in search of employment.
Alma S. Thompson, do.; land and buildMrs. W. S. Hatch was called to Free- ings in Montville.
Edward Patterson, Frankfort, to Jendom April 2nd to attend the funeral of
nie Nichols, Hartland; land in Frankfort.
her uncle, Mr. D. W. Dodge.
Jetson M. Pattee, Belfast, to Herbert
Ralph Emmons of Gardiner was in W. Carr, do.; land and buildings in Bel
Herman O. Beckwith went to Gardiner

called here by the illness
!
of his father, Mr. CorydoD Emmons.

town

recently,

|

MAINE.

J

fast.

anybody. A divided responsibility in this
It has
already cost the State many thousands o(
wasted dollars.

ice cream, cake, candy and soft drinks.
A fine flash light was presented to the

OH, JAKEY.

FLOUR
Every pound of William Tell is sifted
through this silk, not once, but thirteen

ings in Lincolnville.
Chester L. Barrows, Winterport, to
William F. Perkins, db.; land and buildings in Winterport.

times.

host, who was highly delighted with it.
A birthday cake ornamented with candles
C. C. Danforth, Freedom, to George
six bottles of Jamaica ginger, 2 ounce size, was cut and consumed amid much amuse- O.
Danforth, do.; land and buildings in
were recently seized in a home in Lewis- ment.
Mr. Tibado is proprietor of the Freedom.
ton. The dispatch further states that Purity Bottling Works. He Btarted in a
William E. Prescott, Montville, to John
the value of the seizure, “according to small way two years ago and has a stead- Q. Adams, Searsmont; land and buildings
local liquor prices,” was more than $3,- ily increasing nusiness. His machines are in Montville.
A dispatch from Lewiston says that
one thousand, two hundred and seventy-

100.

Two dollars

and

a

half

operated by electricity and he has installed a water pressure system in con-

for two

of Jamaica ginger! That’s profiteering, excess profits, cost plus and then

ounces

nection with his business.

some.

CENTER MONTVILLE

"SUNSHINE FROM CUCUMBERS.”

gent Fund.

“Never you
mind,” said Senator
“Tom” Heflin of Alabama, the other day.

Mrs.

Ava

gathered

at

Gray’s

children and friends

her home

April 3rd
helped her celebrate her birthday.

and

Sold Btj

After this sifting, the flour simply must be
clean—it must be fine—it must be pure.

Rich, wholesome, white bread, with a delicious “come back for more” flavor, and a

Orman A. Hopkins, et al., Belfast; to
John M. McLaughlin, Stockton Springs;
land and buildings in Belfast. (Two
deeds.)

loaf that cuts to a line, clear slice—that’s
your reward when you use William Tell.

John M. McLaughlin,Stockton Springs,
to Bernes O. Norton, Belfast; land and
buildings in Belfast. (Two deeds.)
Timothy G. Fellows, Winterport, to
Russell T. Hall, San Juan, Porto Rico;
land and buildings in Winterport.

Ella Louise Barker, Stoneham, Msss.,
The only ex- “You Republicans will get yours. Woodto Walter H. Skinner, Boston; land and
ceptions to this were the appropriations row Wilson will entirely recover his
A few days ago just after the mill buildings in Searsport.
providing for the issue and payment of health, the country will find that he was crew
Sarah J. Coombs, et als., Bangor, to
began work, the eastern half of
iu
all
that
he
and
in
perfectly
right
did,
State bonds, temporary loans and certain
Home Association, FairShure’s lower dam went lout. The Good Will
Carney
four
he
back
the
will be swept
into
years
field; land in Islesboro.
special funds held in the treasury departHe began repairing it a few days later.
White House by a greater majority than
Milton M. Leonard, Brooks, to Samuel
ment.
Rev. Thomas R. Pentecost, the well H. Shibles, Knox; land in Knox.
The actual income of the State for each that by which Harding was elected.
known M. E. clergyman, passed away
preceding year was also to be credited to
William J. Flynn, chief of the bureau
!
An unusual claim against the state of
Thursday evening, March 31st. He had
the contingent fund. The Governor and
done by wild
of investigation, says that the identity of
He is sur- Massachusetts for damage
been failing for some years.
Council were given authority to expend
deer was presented to the authorities in
the group responsible for the Wall street
vived by one daughter, Miss Mabel. The
this fund as follows:
by Deputy Game Warden J.
explosion last September, is known. funeral service was conducted Sunday Springfield
P. Patch, acting in behalf of residents of
"Warrants may be drawn upon, charged
Some of the members of the gang are iu
afternoon by Rev. E. E. Harrison of the outskirts of that city, who allege
to, and paid out of this fund, to pay outstanding bills or accounts that were prop- foreign countries and it is believed that Searsmont. Interment in Mt. Repose damages totaling S60 by deer that ate
garments from clothes lines recently.
erly chargeable to the several appropria- some are in hiding here.
Cemetery.
tions previous to the first day of January
of each year; to pay outstanding bills
WM. F. BRYANT.
necessarily contracted by State departor
State
ments
institutions tor which the
Wm. F. Bryant, a well known citizen
Legislature failed to make sufficient pro- of
Searsmont, died at his home, Moody
and
for
such
other
as
it
expenses
vision,
March 2ath. He
may be necessary to incur under the re- Mountain, Searsmont,
quirement of law or for the maintenance would have been 68 years old on the 31st.
of government, which the Governor, with He was born in Searsmont, the son of
the advise and consent of the Council,
William and Margaret Bryant, and had
shai! authorize; provided, however, that
lived his life there with the exception of
no payment shall be made from this fund,
except as above provided, unless some five years spent iu Providence, R. I.
emergency shall arise requiring an ex- When a young man he followed the
penditure of money not provided for by
cooper’s trade, living near Searsmont
the Legislature.”
but for thirty-three years had
village,
For several years prior to the passage !
lived on the farm where he died, keeping
of this act the legislature made an annual
a number of cows and supplying customappropriation of S10.000 under the title i
ers iu Camden with butter, milk and
"Contingent Fund of the Governor and
other farm products, but in the past year
Council” which was to be used as and
had given up that business to his son, on
when needed for the benefit of the State.
account of failing health. The end came
W en this was expended the Governor 1
as he was confined to his bed
ai.
Council had no authority to draw quickly
four days. He had a wide acquaintonly
warrants for the expenditure of pubHe was a
ance and leaves many friends.
lic money for any purpose unless tile legmember of Appleton lodge of Odd Felislature bad made an appropriation fori
No. 7a, also of the Knox and Lintha; specific purpose, and no agent, in- ; lows,
in the quarry,
We take them from the
coln Past Grands’ Association, I. O O.
stitution or department of the State was
them on your
and
letter
connected with that Lodge. The fuF.,
finish,
cut,
alio wed to overdraw the appropriation
neral was held at the house Sunday aftercontinuous
lot in the cemetery. One
process and
granted for any year. Payments stopped
and after a short service, conductone small
when the appropriation was expended noon,
ed by Rev. Emma C. Harrison of Searsand those whose expenditures exceeded i
the Odd Fellows officiated with
cost of stock, the
You avoid the
the appropriation were told to ask the mont,
their impressive service, about 4U memwhich
middle
men’s
and the
legislature to pass a special resolve aubers being present. The burial was in
lowest
thorizing the payment of the over exto
the
monument
down
your
Lasseli cemet ry, and the abundance of
penditure. We admit that this was an
Call and see for
beautiful ilowers told of the love and esoldfash.oned and slow way of doing busiteem in which he was held.
He leaves to
ness, but it was safe, and the experience
mourn their loss a wife, one son, George
of the last few years.has proved that it
three grandsons, Merrick, Gilwas
vastly more economical than the Bryant,
bert and Carl Bryant, one sister, Mrs.
present method.
Lucien Thomas, and one brother, Charles
Jd .us lirst address to the legislature
♦
Governor Baxter speaking of the State Bryant, and several nieces and nephews,
all of Searsmont.
Contingent Fund showed that he had
given it an X-ray examination. He said:
PROSPECT.
"in looking over the appropriations
;
credited to this account.

woman

WILLIAM TELL

Edward J. Vose and Samuel A. Bryant, Freedom, to Phil J. Bryant, do.;

A party of friends and neighbors of Mr. ! land in Freedom.
Reuben Sibley, Freedom, to S. A. Bryand Mrs. Frank C. Tibado gathered in ;
timber in Freedom.
their home Saturday evening, Apr. 2nd, the i ant, Vassalboro;
I Willard Colburn, Camden, et als., to
occasion being in honor of Mr. Tibado’s
; John P. Colburn, Lincolnville; land and
birthday. The time was passed with in- buildings in Lincolnville.
strumental and vocal music and games.
John P. Colburn, Lincolnville, to HerRefreshments were served, consisting of bert W. Brown, Camden; land and build-

matter should not be tolerated.

kind,

ill,

in attendance upon the meetings of the
State Farm Bureau.

brave,
There are souls that are pure and true;
Then give the world the best you have
And the best will come back to you.

mother,

recovering.

HALL & WILKINS

there are spirits

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending April 7,
were

1921:

Made right and made here
Get your
—in Belfast.
supply from

\

Arthur Roberts
and family have
moved to Rockland where he intends to
Mr. Francis E. Wood and his

E FRANK COE'S
FERTILIZERS

i

Transfers in Real Estate

reside.

BROWN, Editor.

r orone square,
Advertising terms,
one inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.

NORTH BELFAST

Try it—once, anyway—and see.
Just

tell your grocer, William Tell.

SWAN-WHT1 TEN COMPANY

Traders & Mechanics ln<,.
of Lowell. Mass
Assets

Mortgage loans
Stocks and bor.dB..

Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets

'Save the surface

you

and

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted

save

Prepared in Natural Varnish, also with stain combined,
such as
giving beautiful imitations of all the hard woods,
Golden
Cherry, Walnut, Mahogany, Lt. Oak, Dk. Oak,
Oak, Rosewood, etc.
Shows The Grain of the Wood
—DURABLE
IT IS TOUGH —WATERPROOF

CARMOTE FLOOR VARN'SH
wonderful finish for Floors, Chairs, Tables, Window
wood-work
Sashes, Bookcases,Desks and all other interior
It is

Total liabilities aud

The

Masonic

and actual expenses of the various State
departments for the years 1919 and 1920
Mrs. L. C. Dow and daughter Ruth
it appears that overdrafts were made 1
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
amounting to SI,517,927.82, and the Gov
Littlefield of Stockton.
eruor and Council were called upon to
make provision to meet these overdrafts 1
Mrs. F. L Ward was in Bangor and
out of the < ontingent Fund.
Shortly
March 23 and 24, and wnile there
alter assuming the office of Chief Execu- i Brewer,
five I invited the heads of departments visited some of the schools.
to a conference and impressed upon them
Henry D. Haley, who has been emthe fact that the Legislature, not the
in Derby for several months, reployed
and
Governor
Council, was the appropriating body, and I explained that here- turned to his home here April 1st.
after each department must plan to live
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Clark and son
within the income provided for it by the
Earle were week-end visitors of Mr. and
Legislature. The Governor and Council
cannot assume the responsibility of en- Mrs. James Cundy in Brewer lately.
larging legislative appropriations and the
Mrs. Clara E. Haley, who has been
Contingent Fund should he drawn upon
quite
ill, is imptoving slowly. She is
in case of a real emergency only.”
attended by Dr. Smith of Winterport.
When Governor Baxtersaid: “TheLeg
Mrs. Agnes Ward Harding and daughislature, not the Governor and

Council,

was

the appropriating body,” he gave
a fundamental and import-

expression to

ters of Brewer are spending the Easter
vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Ira Ward.

ant truth
The purse strings of the State
should always be firmly held by the Leg
islature. No part of the power to make

Springs spent several days lately visiting

appropriations

relatives here.

should

be

delegated to

Mrs.

Margaret Greene of Brookline,

Mass.,

and Mrs. A. C. Treat of Stockton

Mrs. W. S. Killman was hostess at a
Those present
dinner party March 17.
were Mrs. Margaret Greene of Brookline,
Mass., Mrs. A. C. Treat of Stockton
Springs, Mrs. John Boyd and children of
Frankfort, Mrs. Alice Hopkins, and Mrs.

Flora H. Ward.
such as

we

27 Central Street,

BANGOR,

MIANE

THEY ARE HERE
The latest imported fashions have|just arrived, the
as we showed before the war.
sive

We urge our customers to come early to
spring and summer styles.

secure

same

Geo. C. Trussell

exclu-

Ladies’ Tailoring of all Kinds
j

See our special offer on suits, coats and skiits to order at
the lowest prices offered for made-to-order clothes in years.

Men’s Custom Tailoring
Young men’s sporty styles in custom Jmade clothes, the
kind you have always wanted in made-to-order suits and
overcoats. WE GIVE YOU SAME SERVICE IF YOU
BRING YOUR OWN MATERIAL.

FURS STORED
Hemstitching

Buttons

Bound Buttonholes

was beautiattractively served—

knew it would be.

FINANCES AND ECONOMY.

Warming

relief for
rheumatic aches.
LIE’S just
1

ici

*140

used Sloan’s
1 Liniment and
the quick
comfort had brought a smile
of pleasure to his face.
Good for aches resulting
from weather exposure,
sprains, strains, lame back,
overworked muscles. PeneIrates without rubbing.
All
druggists have it.

Sloa

Liniment

A survey of the government’s fiscal
position leads Secretary of the Treasury

Mellon to the conclusion “that the

try’s finances
uation

are

sound,

Unicorn Dairy Ration

coun-

Price is Now Lower

but that the sit-

calls for the utmost

economy.”

T his statement is made in a letter sent

by him to the banking institutions of the
country to inform them as to the state of
the finances and the Treasury’s probable
requirements and financial plans forth
mmediate future.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

can buy Unicorn right now at a price that
Don't delay longer in buying
was a year ago.
on each can of milk sold.
largest

You

is not quite half what it
the feed that makes the

ij

|
3

Gross Assets.
Deduct items not admitted

.1
<

Admitted Assetp
Liabilities Dec. 31
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.

Capital.
Surplus over all Liability

i

j
j

Cash

s

j

Liabilities and SurptC'

Total

_3wl3
Aetna

Life

and

Insurance

coiv.

Liability Depart uk
St., Hartford,
Assets Deceml

<

Mortgage Loans.
Collateral Loans.
Stoc

s

and Bonds.

_

Cash in* Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balance.
Kills Receivable and Su.-}

ON HAND and shall continue to
have on hand at all times during the season, a well selected assortment of BIG,
SOUND, YOUNG, CANADIAN HORSES,
bought for cash, handled in my own stable,
with no rent to pay, where overhead expenses
are reduced to the irreducible minimum,
where I personally do nearly all the work and
all the talking, where you are sure to get a
correct and truthful description of exactly
what you buy, where you may rest assured

Accounts.

{HAVE

Interest and Rents.
All other assets.
Gross Assets.
Deduct items not admitte

1

Admitted Assets..J.
Liabilities Dec

il

Net Unpaid Lsses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
UB8h Capital..
Surplus over all Liabilities
Total Liabilities and
Mm.

Surph..
L. Luce, Agent, r

S.C. Pattee,i>»

will be RIGHT, where the
be of the BEST and your
be
will
appreciated.
patronage

price
QUALITY will

Masonic

Unicorn
Phone or call at our store for information as to how to feed
tnat will
with best results. It is to our interest to have you buy the feed
make the most money for you.

Temple, It

i

Kesidence at 45 Hiuh
Telephone 333

If vou wanted to buy a WATCH would you go to
a MILLINERY STORE? If you want to buy a HORSE
why would you not think it the part of wisdom to go
to a man who is familiar with them from all points,
both in health and disease, who knows the ins and outs

ALGOLAPlUi
Regulate the Stomach, T
Make Pure Blood. ForCtn
Gas, Indigestion, Bilioustn -s.-.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At u
Pharmacal Co., sole propi
1103, City Hall Station, N
signature on each box.

of the business.
Afraid you will get cheated? Get rid of such nonI am not nearly smart enough to cheat anybody. I have no desire to cheat anybody. It would
not be honest, neither would it be ordinary business
sagacity. Listen! If I cheated you, what would you
do? You would tell your friends and you would never
buy anything of me again; so for one DISHONEST
TRADE I would lose you trade, your friendship and
that of all your friend's. Do you think 1 would be fool
enough to RISK it? Would you if you were in my
sense.

I wish to announce to the t
have eggs for spring hatchin

lowing reasonable prices: I
mouth Rocks 75 cents per hat.
lumbia Wyandottes $1 00
Harold g. hi
Tel

TRY THE

place?

Square
W. L. WEST,

177-4

PNEUMONI-'

Deal Stables

Sep'coUis

|

aif

MINTOt

Prop., Spring St., Belfast

W

ill

l>e

effective
breaking

j

•§l,asn'"

CHICHESTER

S PILLS

A
TIIE DIAMOND BRAND.
Indies! Ask your Drnnlst
Chl-ehes-ter s Diamond Braad/A^
Pills la Red sad Sold
boxes* sealed with Blue Ribbon.1

1 KSEL'

for-^\
metslllcVUP

PILLS.Ibrll

DIAMOND BRAND
years koowats Best* ColiastiAlwQjrsReliSblC

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVEkfRHBK

at the rate of 10 to 35 pounds per
month. By simple guaranteed, safe
reliable treatment, tassco will reduco
exyour weight without unnecessary
ercise and dieting, and will not injuro
or weaken your system. Write today
for FREE 60c box enclosing 16c in
coin or stamps with thisad to

Xaseco Co. .Malden 43, Boston, Maas.

j

■\Vhoo{>ia
Iutlueuza

Reduce Your weight
>

Wanted
Man and Wife, for permanent
Must be good cook, and man
grounds and garden. Address
Belfast, Maine.

j

j

gesti**n

profit

HALL & WILKINS

j

that the

The dinner

and

fully cooked

Tailor and Furrier

\

Protective

Worcester, Mi
Assets Dec. 31,
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank..
Interest and Rents.,.
All other Assets.

Me.

Edward I. Morris

5

of

high
brings
profits,
possible price.

Bridge St„ Belfast,

j

3wl3

yourself.

A. S. HEAL,

j-J

surplus

a

profit.

I

’755

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities

ledge
place

freight

ji
j

.....

Granite Monuments
high

f

Cash in office and bank

Dwight P. Palmer=~Owen Brothers

polish,

I

December

■

^

CURE FOR

HOMESICKNESS

NORTHPOR T

(By Holman F. Day.)
She wrote to her daddy in Portland
Maine, from out in Denver, Col.,
And she wrote, alas, despondently that

j

^,,

tanlac

says

MAN

£„l:kg

life had commenced to pall;
And this was a woeful case, for she wsb
a six months’ bride
Who was won and wed in the State of
Maine by the side of the bounding
tide.
And ah, alack, she was writing back
that
she longed
for Portland,

iv,t MADE BRAND NEW
MAN OF HIM.

Paul Mahoney ia

employed

{

Mr. George Whitcher of Hachita, New
Mexico, in recent letters to relatives said
he expects to start for Maine about
May 1st. It is five years since his last
visit East. Mr. Whitcher has made his
home in the West for about 45 years,

having

been in the cdttle business in recent years, but now has sold out and expects to make his home here.

Maine,
ob, her feelings

medicine.made a new man Tdl
had
been
that
Tanlac has done that very
wrenched she could hardly stand
said Ben Dupray, who
The first April meeting of the Ladies’
the strain!
\l dleburg. Vt.
Though her hubby dear was still sincere, Aid was entertained by Mrs. L. S. Southwhile
in
New
ago
living
.us
she sighed the livelong day
ard and Mrs. Roy Southard at their home
nt, I had the ‘llu’ and it’ For a good old sniff of the sewers and
on lower
near laying me out
salt
the
from
breast
of
Northport avenue. The afterCasco bay.
p.'ily
alto-;

.[ a

.,

1 got up out of bed I was!
1 wasn’t able to go to work!
nths.
My stomach, which}
nering me for years, got!
vemed that I couldn’t eat a
I would bloat up with gas
awful pressure against
... an
,i caused it to beat at a ter! nearly cut olT my bieath.
died, too, and my nerves
I was coness all (he time.
wasn’t able to sleep at all
pulled me down consider-t
m to fall off in weight,
ug worse every day when a
e advised me to try Tanlac.
t my stomach and nerves
me any more and 1 am not
,v.
1 eat anything I please
d up ten pounds in weight.
>p and don’t believe I was
lealth before.”

i

i

And she wrote she sighed, and she said noon was pleasantly spent in sewing after
she’d cried and her appetite fell off, which delicious
refreshments of sandAnd she’d grown as thin's a belaying
wiches, fiuit salad, cake and coffee were
pin, with a terrible hacking cough; served.
The next meeting will be on
And she sort of hinted that pretty soon
she’d start on a reckless scoot
April 14th with Mrs. Howard Moore.
jj
And hook for her home in Portland,
A surprise party was
recently given to
Maine, by the very shortest route. Mr. and
Mrs. M. B. Whiting and Capt
But her daddy dear was a man of sense,
and Mrs. Wadlin at the former’s home.
and he handles fish wholesale,
And he sat and fanned himself awhile About 22 were present and a
very happy
withn big broad codfish tail;
evening was spent. Sandwiches, cakes,
And he recollected the way he felt when
he dwelt in the world’s fair whirl. doughnuts and coffee were served and
He slapped his head.
“By hake,” he games were enjoyed by old and young.
said, “I know what ails that girl.” Among the guests were Mr. and Mrs. M.
And he went to a teu-cord pile of cod
D. Mendall, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Moore
and he pulled the biggest out,
A jib-shaped critter, broad’s a sail— and Eva Moore, Mr. and Mrs. frank
three feet from tail to snout.
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Southard, Mrs.
And he pasted a sheet of postage stamps L. S.
Southard, Mrs. L. C. Ross, Henry
from snout clear down to tail,
Isaac Hills, A. P. Benner, Mr. and
Put on a quick delivery stamp and sent Hills,
Mrs. Leadbetter, Sidney Mendall, Marion
the cod by mail.
She smelled it a-coming two blocks off Mahoney and Dorothy Mahoney, Abbie
on the top of the postman’s pack;
Emmons, Bartlett Whiting.
She rushed to meet him and scared him
blind by climbing the poor man’s
back.
Catarr.i Cannot Be Cured
But she got the fish, bit out a hunk, ate
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
postage stamps and all,
cannot reach the seat of the disease. CaAnd a happy wile in a happy home lives
tarrh is a local disease, greatly influout in Denver, Col.
enced by constitutional conditions, and in
order to cure it you must take an internal
remedy. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken
SWANV1LLE
internally and acts thru the blood on the
mucous surfaces of the system.
Hall’s
Mr. Dickey has had a telephone in- Catarrh Medicine was
prescribed by one
of thf best physicians in this country for
stalled
It is composed of some of the
years.
Percy Larrabee has moved his family best tonics
known, combined with some
back to Jackson.
of the best blood purifiers. The perfect
combination
of the ingredients ,n Hall’s
Miss Rosie Caldwell is at work for Mrs.
Catarrh Medicine is what produces such
Charles Walker.
wonderful results in catarrhal conditions.
Miss I avinia Bucklin, who has had Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
pneumonia, is gaining nicely now.
All Druggists, 75c.
Mr. and Mrs. English have closed their
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
house and are in Boston for an indefinite

■

Id

in

Belfast by Read &
tilidden, Freedom; S. M.
nint; A. M. Ross, Lincoln> the leading druggists in

;"s
|

j

(j.nernmenf Ownership
ishing below

c

an

extract

-age ot Governor Emmet D.
da as delivered to the leg-

CENTER

Governor Boyle said:
cat. an experiment forced
war has left its valuable
minds both of the people
Prior to 1917, educators,
near-statesmen emulated
tern of state reform and
:.g tremendous extensions
ons of government.
The
m the monarchical sociality which was presumed to
.nency and which well-ini' sought to graft upon the
i1 ,r own organic system. The
-urpation of governmental
the war has, 1 hope, ex.iory that in the State lies
the directory intelligence

experiment

Is

■

we

enjoy

stay.

roe

Mrs

to

a

people which,

is

Mr. Cleave Clements spent the week-

at home from

I.

week’s stay at the home of Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs.

Martin Robertson

i
I

un-

a

or

$6,000 000,000

ry cent we put into educaist 150 years.
This would
ale that we are not so de-

Ivancement of the
as

we

cause

Belfast

business.

bion.
Kenneth Vose and Walter Colby went
to Unity recently to have some dentistry

a

HILL, Swanvilie.
Jake Waning and family have moved
to jthe Francis Hillman place, recently

Miss Gladys Harvey has employment

of

think.
t for cigars and cigar-

met

approximately $1,312,000,-

Waning.

at Belfast in the shoe factory.

vacated fay Chesley

Mrs. Wallace Seekins and nephew of
Augusta, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F.

Clarence Estes has sold his place to
Millinocket people. Mrs. Estes and daugh-

O. Seekins.

ter are

in

Portland for medical treatment.

Roy Harvey was taken to the
Mr. and Mrs. Hescock, who came to
Waldo County Hospital recently for sur- Troy a
year ago to care for .her father,
gical treatment.
Mr. Otis Rhoades, have moved back to
Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thompson and
youngest daughter of Poor’s Mills, were
■guests of Mr. James Webster and family,
iApril 3.

their former home in Dexter.
The place last occupied by Jake Waning and owned by Bert Stevens of Pitts-

i Mr. Leon Webster, who cut his hand
iquite badly while splitting wood, is getting along as well as could be expected.

|

Mr. F.

was

who,

wena

HALLDALE.

recently sold to George Dickwith his family, are living

The community was quite shocked to
hear of the, sudden death of Mrs. Ro-

weeks with muscular rheumatism.

|

held
ens,

there.

P. Webb has been sick several

led
kansas.

Cost Items

4-2,700,000,000

Bryant "was in

on

TROY.

■
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Grace

surprise birthday party Saturday, April 2. work done.
Horace Tyler was in Waterville April
Cake and coffee were served, also peanuts and candy.
Mr. Palmer was pres- 2nd to see about his eyes, which he hurt
sented with a box of cigars and the even- in the mill while stripping lumber at the
ing passed quickly with live hundred, saw.
parchesi and social chat.

strong appeal to most
is difficult to escape the
:;a! statistics.
That, no
ason Commissioner Claximparative figures to illusifTerence between what we
about education and what
'D to prove what we believe,
we have spent for educaColonies fought their way
ce from the British
crown,
We spent for luxuries

■

business trip to

Theodore Knowlton spent a few days
recently with his brother, Cleve, in Al-

ertson.

JThomaston,

ke

a

Mrs. Maude Hurd of Pittsfield is visit-

Tyler Conant and his friend and Miss

drift might readily have [ Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey, who spent
mtury so deprived of iriwinter at Hot Springs, Ark., arrived
sourcefuluess and characEn route they visit'lient coddling as to be no jhome March 30th.
of supporting a govern- fed in Boston, Conway, N. H., and South
Maine.
They were delightwith the beauties and climate of Arew

took

ing with her aunt, Mrs. Augusta Nutts.

Edna Conant of W interport were guests
recently of their sister, Mrs. R. G. Rob-

Mrs. John Palmer gave her husband

Griflies

March 29th

were

Clary.

She was taken ill

Monday,

March 29th, and passed away Tuesday
morning, March 30th. Much sympathy

jthe

A l

P.

Belfast March 29th.

married 55 years ago April 1st, and Mr.
and Mrs. Christopher Moody 56 years.

OAK

is felt for her only sister, Mrs. Stanley
Chase, who, with her husband shared the
old homestead with Mrs. Clary. The sis-

| ters were both in poor health and greatly
depended on each other. Services were
held Thursday, Rev. William Berriman

officiating.

f

Abner Ells of Pittsfield is visiting at
S. W. Colby’s.

Maynard E. Hall went to Belfast
■usiness April 2nd.
Estelle Davis of Ctr. Montville is

SWANV1LLE.
School in Dist. No. 5 began
April 4th, Miss Bernice Damm.

on

vis-

Miss

ting her cousin, Thelma Choate.

very

Mrs. Alice Stewart of Boston is visit-

Bucklin,
pneumonia,

Vinnie

ill with

Monday,

who has been
is gaining.

Pupils attending Belfast High School
have returned after the Easter vacation.

ing

her mother, C. S. McCorrison.
E.'N. Hall came near losing his home
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips, who has been
by the chimney burning out.
staying with Mrs. Lydia Woodman in
I Robert Hanson has got settled in his Monroe the past month, has returned
home near the Half Moon .Stfeam.
| home.

■

Recently
|ew

Fred A. Myrick went to Belfast last
Mrs. Chester Trundy, daughters Marthan
.aid the bill for ail education April 2d to meet his wife, who has been
garet and Edna, were guests of her sis'st year for which complete
in the Tapley hospital.
"
! ter, Mrs. Leon Trundy, in Searsport reavailable. And if the $50,hearts of the people here were sad- cently.
for chewing gum is equal
|The
md city appropriations for dened recently on hearing of the death
William M. Damm, who had been
lion and two and one-half
of Charlie M. Clement, which occurred spending a two weeks’ vacation at
home,
at was
spent on normal
suddenly at his home in Lowell, Mass., returned to Frankfort the first of last
tear, what might be said of
30th.
‘n between the cost of eduWednesday evening, March
) week to resume teaching.
'Modern battleships which
HO. 000,000 each?
we had as much education
we might spend
less on
mgs.
But even if not, it is
: a shock
to be told that the
'turn is one of our smaller
Pe-ru-na for Catarrh of the
and the average man thinks
Colds and
biggest.—Portland Herald.
Pe-ru-na for several yean and can heartily retor catarrn of the stomach or entire system. IalJohn a. Mckeen,
I
lota

$300,000,000

more

j
|

,.

STANDS OFF ALOT OF DOCTOR BILLS

Recommends

Stomach,

Crip

klcKeen,

a
highly respected
April 1st at his home in East
( A8S
born in Swanville, Oct.
I:t snn of
Ephraim and Sarah

f,

j.1
l(.

1

^‘,tr|

McKeen.
in

stone

For

many yeari
but about

cutting,

a6o went to East Knox to conbfe was a member of the
*1’
Lodge In Monro*. His wife

kti,

ltie funeral was held at his
Apri! 5that 10 a m with Rev
unt of Morrill
officiating. The
was in Monroe.

shop by mail and cannot find
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Winchester, Va., Man Is State Historian as Well as Chairman of
Americanism Commission.
B. M. Roszel of Winchester, Va., has
been entrusted with two offices by the

depart-

ment of the American Legion.
He
is state historian
as well as chairman of the Department’s AmerCommisicanism
He also
sion.
serves as historian
■f his post.
Born in Baltlore,

larger business

trom It for colds and
It stand* off
of doctor bills and makes one feel like ngrip.
new person.”_
R. F. BUTTLES.
D
B. F. D. No, 8, Box 51,
Waynesbnrg, Kentucky.
_

the instance of national headthe bureau has prepared a
special catalogue in which each film
is numbered and described.
A copy
of this catalogue will become the propThe only
erty of each Legion post.
expense attached to posts ordering the
films will be the payment of express
charges to and from the nearest distributing center of tire bureau. No admission fee may be charged by the

post.
A distributing center for the films
will be established in almost every'
state.
Responsibility for the transmission of the catalogues and the information concerning the location of
distributing centers to which each
post must apply for films, rests with
the state departments.
The story of the establishment of
the bureau of commercial economics
is that of a fulfillment of a vow which
a blind man took years ago, should his
Dr. Francis Holsigiit be restored.
ley, the founder and director of the
bureau, vowed to work for file betterment of mankind when he recovered his sight, and the brueau is the
result.

Adjutant and Americanism Director of
Chicago Post First to Name Himself After Organization.
“Every American ought to have an
American name,” said Jacob Teinowitz.
adjutant and
Americanism
director of Walter
S. Poague Post No.
161 of the American Legion ’..i Chicago, at a post

there should be a law establishing an
American standard of nomenclature
ar J that, in the meantime, it is
up to
members of the American Legion to
set the fashion.
“Teinowitz is a grand old name,
but Tenny will he easier to pronounce,”
said Tenny.
“I’m retaining ray first
name, Jacob, of course, but I’m adding
Legion as a brand new middle name.
So far as I know, I’m the first man
who has named himself after the American Legion.
There couldn’t be any
better name for a he-man son of an
American service man than Legion.”
Tenny enlisted with the first contingent of eighteen men from the West
side of Chicago and served overseas.
He is a lawyer and at the last primary
election was a Democratic candidate
for municipal judge.

diately “emergency”

treatment with Vicks. This
does not interfere with any
internal medication thedoctor
may prescribe.

]

We have opened up
spring and summer

many
wear

new choice pieces for
in choker effects, col-

lars, throws, etc., in the popular Natural Squirrel, Baum Martin, Hudson Bay Sables, Mink and
genuine Russian Sable. We are glad to send
these on approval to any reliable party.
--——•

Fur StontfP
V

We

are

prepared

to take

over

and

of your

during the
dry storage plant They are insured
They will be carefully looked over by a com-

repaired during the spring

own

■

of your furs

care

summer in our

against fire, moths and burglary.
petent furrier and will be ready when wanted in the fall.
and

summer

valuation.

Furs

months.

be made

can

Storage charges

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS, Rockland,

3%

Maine

STOMACH TROUBLE?
Just read what Goldine has done for
this lady, who suffered even worse than
you.

“I have suffered with stomach trouble for
over seven

RED

years

and
anybody
who has stomach
trouble
knows what I
have had to end u r e.
During
those Seven
I
have
years
doctored and
taken medicine
galore, aud for
one solid year I
have
not
been
T»r
,«
Mrs. Mary Millon without
medi.
cine of some kind, but with all the
pills and dope that I have put into my
system for the past seven years, nothing ever helped me so much as just
one bottle of the No. 1 Goldine, and
I am going to continue its use.”
(Signed) Mrs. Mary Millon.
Fop sale by all druggists or send 10c
for liberal sample.
Goldine 3ifg. Co., Dept. S, Albany, N. Y.
ON SALE AT

CHY'dRUG

BOOTS

Feb. 8,1021.

Tuesday,

.....

*■:Slippers cracled and
^
LOOK FOR THE

YELLOW LABEL

(an ’tyo to

town

one

loot lealtry,

until Saturday

f

j\£xt time,III6uj/ HOODS.

HE uppers on most red boots crack very quickly
when exposed to sun and air. While no boot can
stand undue exposure, the Hood Pressure Process
produces a boot exceptionally free from thisobjectionablc feature. When you buy a red boot with a yellow
label and the word “HOOD*" on it, you are getting
an
the latest development
upper that will stand
treatment combined with the newest tire-tread
rough
soles, which means long wear and good looks.
■HOOD- is your guarantee.

STORE

HAND PAINTED
PLACE CARDS

-—

DIRECT FROM CHINA
and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades so much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal office.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

cAsk any dealer

write

or

us.

HOOD RUBBER PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.

SINCE 1882

WATERTO^

At 72 Main ktieet, Belfast.

MASSACHUSETTS

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

*1 never knew how good rubbers
could be,” White Rock wearers tell
us. That will be your experience, too,
because not a single pair leaves the
■HOOfr plant without full inspection.
Sturdy, gray, tire-tread
soles joined to heavy
black uppers by the
k
Hood Process. Made
in all sizes for all
kinds of hard

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving s
ng.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

>

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO &

service.
are

Did you
pair

of

ever

-HOOD*

see

a

Red

Swampers? They

are

great for snow-shoeing,
hunting, for any outdoor
work or play. All rubber
uppers, lace snugly over
heavy socks. Allow
freedom in action
and they feel fine.^
They are durable. Try them

They

leaders.

WHITE ROCK. OVER.

RED

SWAMPER

SON,

126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

"To prove that
I stand up for my
convictions, I have

-Lenny said that

Furs for Spring and
Summer

have in stock suitable for every figure, and
material from samples submitted. We will make
to your order a strictly tailored suit. The prices
range from $75 to $250. The Trotter Suit is entirely new. We are solicitous of your patronage
—satisfaction guaranteed.

meeting.

changed my name
to Jacob Legion
Tenny.”

before.

ever

we

LEGION IS HIS MIDDLE NAME

Send at once for a physician, but begin imme-

rdue

SOLD EVERYWHERE

At

quarters,

PNEUMONIA

It la wise to keep n bottle of Pe-ru-na in the house for
emergencies. Coughs and colda may usually be relieved, by
few doses of Pe-ru-na taken in time. Nasal catarrh, in diestion,
constipation, diarrhoea, rheumatism or other troubles
to a catarrhal condition of the mucous membranes
•U call for Pe-ru-na as the successful treatment. The
health building, strength restoring qualities of this well
known remedy are especially marked after a protracted
richness, the grip or Spanish flu.
PE-RU-NA is justly proud of its record of fifty years
as health protector for tha whole family.

! TABLETS Oft UQUID

By arrangement between the American Legion and the bureau of commercial economics, the most complete
and valuable collection of educational
and travel motion picture films in existence will lie placed at the disposal
of the Legion for free exhibition under the auspices of all posts.
The
films, which embrace 1,000 separate
topics, are the property of the bureau,
an altruistic institution
the sole aim
of which is to advance education and
pride in American institutions.

this line than

m

Tailored Suits

Mr. Koszel served eighteen months
in this country and overseas in the
Army and was discharged a major. He
has since accepted a similar commission in the Reserve Corps.

Films Embracing One Thousand Topics, for Use of AM Legion

®xt|nt

We find the demand is increasing yearly for fine
tailor-made Suits.
We have inaugurated a
special order department to fill this want. You
can make your selection from the
severaijmodels

Md„

TRAVEL PICTURES FOR POSTS

larger

We send our garments out in wardrobe
trunks, steamer trunks and leatheroid cases, packed perfectly to insure garments
being fresh when received, paving expressage both ways. Parcel Post has made it possible for us to do a much

Mr.
Iloszel was edu1n
c a t ed
the
schools of his state anil received the
A. B. and Ph. D. degrees from Johns
Hopkins University. Afterwards he
was a fellow in astronomy and an instructor in mathematics in that institution, and later a teacher of physics,
mathematics and chemistry in the
Washington high school system, Washington, D. C. From 1903 to 1908 Mr.
Koszel was head master of the Sewanee Grammar School, in charge of
the preparatory department of the University of the South. Since 1908 he has
been superintendent of the Shenandoah
Valley Academy, a military
school at Winchester, Va.
m

are

cnoi?n|S^iinVnniCSStftt0

by

HOLDS TWO LEGION OFFICES

Virginia

at home

just the thing wanted and send to
and more varied—to those we make this
appeal. We are prepared to fill your orders and would appreciate very much a trial
ordey. Why? Because in tne past two years our out of town and out of STATE
an
th^t we have a special department and
special help to look after this end of our business. When you want or ever
think you want, a coat suit, dress, or
anything else in the ready to wear line
write us stating somewhere as
nearly as possible what you wish to pay and
without r ny obligation or
expense whatever to you, we will fill your order as
nearly to your liking as we are able. Even if yoh do not find whht
you want
much better bY seeing the merchandise than
from a
by
selecting
picture catalogue. We are daily receiving new merchandise. Prices must be
right—you are the judge. Let us serve you from a tremendous and finely sey
lected stock-SATISFACTION IS OUR MOTTO.

Organizations.

end with friends.

People of Belfast and Vicinity

cities where the stocks

in Mon-

Mrs. David Moody.

■

rse

were

April 3d to visit his parents, Mr. and
William Webb.

Mrs. E. A. Robertson
a

who

FREEDOM.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Webb

a

T the true function of the
which is, after all, only an
p-ople and capable of doing
.Min things.
Its long arm
h uninvited into every
use of domestic, commeria 1 life. Its purse should
he door of the Capitol to
conceivable form of public
periment and activity. Its
»
the extension of educatenance of the courts; the
ment ot differences between
elements in society; the rese disagreements to a minination—-by reason, if it can,
mat—of such disagreements
peace and comfort, of the
lection of life and properation of the rights ot the
io “a fair field and no
lerce and the suppression
.es which selfishly aim to
1
e recognition of the work
h«a by improvement in the
make them accurately reving moral conceptions of
it, on the other hand, the
forms of nypocrisy aimed
use thing for the public
vbn-h education and the
uled to do, or to make that
ear in the written law bet: the doing of these things
rely in the recognized realm
ks and the kindly care of
lectives and unfortunates
ong established standards,
f the State; the laying of
cost justly by tax laws denue only and not to force
onomic reforms; and the
ue principle that honestperty has inviolable rights.
it conception of the funcnent, we may well meet
or better service year by
* orthodox
ways.
be asked, 1 trust, for adires calculated to make the

To the

the

on

steamer Golden Rod.

BAN60K LINE

Dr. A. M. Lothrop
DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building

STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
Bel fait
Saturdays at 7.16

TELEPHONE 336-3

Bids for street Stirtita

Proposals will be received by the Municipal
Officers of the Ci.y of Belfast for sprinkling
the following streets for the season of 1920:
Church St. its entire length; High St. from
Northport Av to Field St.; Northport Ave.
from end of Square to City Park; Main St.
from wester!v tide of Dost
office, including
Post Office tqaaie to Water oi
Water St.
from Main St. to M
C. R. R; driveway on
westerly side of Shoe Factory; Beaver St. its
entire length; Grove St. from Church St. to
Court St.; Washington St. from Main St. to
‘Preston’s" stable.
The work to begin at once upon the awarding of the contract and to continue, including
Sundays, until the water is shut off in the fall.
The sprinkling must be done to the satisfaction of the Municipal Officers, two sprinkler
carts being used when necessary. The Municipal Officers reserve the right to cancel the
contract if at any time they consider the work
is not being done in a satisfactory manner and
in case of cancellation to award such proportion of contract price as seems to them just
and fair.
The right is reserved to reject any and all

27tf

Leave

Tuesdays, Thursdays and
a. m. for
Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Levve Bangor 2 p. m„ Winterport2.45 p. m.,
Bucksport 3.c0 p. m., Belfast 6. p.m., forCamden, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston en Mondays,Wednesdays and Fridays at 6 p. m., Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 a tn. for
Camden, Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport and
GEO. E.OUNTON, Agent,
Bangor.
Belfast, Maine.

Notice of foreclosure
Lemuel P Kimball of Burnham
WHEREAS,
in the County of Waldo and State of Maine
b
hie mortgage deed dated the eighth day of
October, A. D 1913, and recorded iu the Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Volume 304. Page 465, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel
of real estate situate in said Burnham and
bounded on the north by land of Lulu C.
Getchell; on the east by land owned by Dennis
Chandler and land of the heirs of G, J. Dodge;
on the south by land of Charles Cookson and
land of George Wyman; on the west by land
owned by George W>man, excepting so much
of the road at lies along the westerly
boundary
of said farm; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken and remains broken,
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof ] claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
ADDIE R. HOLT ALLEN
March 12, A. D. 1921—8wl4

ORRINJ. DICKEY
Insurance
Fire, Liability,

Phone 316-3

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High Street.

bid9.

Tel. 320

All bids muHt be in the office of the
City
Clerk not later than Monday, April 11,
192J, afc
12.00 o’clock noon.

TO LET

C. W. WESCOTT,
R. L.
V A.
J. B.
W. G.

A furnished room in a desir.
able and centrrl location. In-

quire

at The

wanted
SMALL FARM, with house, barn, wood
lot, fruit trees and land of good soil. Prefer Belmont vicinity. State price and
P. A.

C., Box No. 280,
Rockland, Maine.

of

COOPER,
SIMMONS,

DARLING,
HATCH,

the City of Belfast

Dr. i. G. Stephenson

People

Increase weight 10 to 25 pounds per
mouth. By simple guaranteed, safe,
reliable treatment.
Argo-Phosphate
will increase your weight with good
•olid stay-there flesh and muscle.
Write today for FREE sample.
Enclose stamp to American Drug
Sales Co„ Malden 48, Mass.

terma.
12

Municipal Officers

Journal office.

Thin

MALE HELP WANTED
Get busy. Keep busy. Is your job unsafe?
Is it permuneut? You want a life-long business, You can get into soch a business selling
more than
187 Watkins Products direct to
farmers if you own auto or team or can get
one; if you aie under 60 and can give bond
with personal sureties We back you with big
selling helps; 62 years in business 20,000,000
users of OUr product.
Write for information
where you csn get territory. J. R. WATKINS
4tl4
CO.,'Department 111, Winona, Minn.

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

DENTIST
I

MNSONIG ItMPLE,
Telephone

ROOM 3

223-3

FOR SALE
Low price second Band parlor
and kitchen stows.
J. AUSJ1N McKEEN.

i

_

Her

That Tired FeelAppetite,
Sorrietimes Eruptions.

Christine A.

Ghetto Genius

Pays

savings

Fine Human Note

Picture.

appealing story,

has been transferred to
the screen and will be the feature attraction at the Colonial Theatre next MonThe intensely human atmosphere
day.
of the novel is said to have been incorporated into the picture with singular

“Humoresque,”

j

and

Mrs. Elzina Treat returned to her home
Friday, after passing the winter in Boston with her daughter, Mrs. Alice Doe.

success.

day.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence of Rockland were here in their car on Sunday
for a brief visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wm.

j

Janies P. Nichols, wiho has been seriously ill for several weefls, is able to be out
once more.

I

Mrs. Wilbur R. Blodgett has been the
guest of her parents, jdr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Barker in Brooks,

recently.

Mrs. Roscoe Arey i.j ill at her home in
Prospect street from ilo'od poisoning resulting from the bite f a’ pet cat.
Mrs. Harold I eMay ind little son David
spent several days in Bangor last week,
returning with Mr. LeVlay on Friday.

j

j

I

CORNER,

Winterport

Norris Clements resumed his studies at
Hebron Academy April 6th.
Edmund Clements is in Massachusetts
for a two weeks’ visit with relatives.
Fred Clark went to Augusta Friday,
where he has employment on the State
road.
Leslie Hawes of Prospect was a guest
recently of C. C. Clements and L. A
White.
Mr. and
son were

Mrs. E. H. Nealey and little
recent guests of C. W. Nealey

and family.
Miss Agnes-Towers of Frankfort resumed her duties as teacher in the Martin school, Mon lay.

SEARSPORT

!

keen training and development of

WHITE’S

Avery.

Leroy S. Nickerson was down town
returns from France with a shattered Tuesday of last week for the first time in
He is still confined to
shoulder, and it is said that he will never five months.
Leon’s crutches.
be able to play the violin again
music is his all. He becomes morose and
Will Phillips, with his family, were the
discouraged. Before the war he had beNow he wishes guests Saturday night of Mrs. Phillips’
come engaged to Gina.
to
to release her from marrying him—a crip- sister, Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, returning
Camden on Sunday.
ple. But in a very Wonderful way he is
restored to full strength and, to the joy of
Mrs. Hannah
Ellis
returned from
his mother and Gina', turns towarlnew Quincy,
Mass., on Friday to spend the
conquests in the real'5n of music.
summer in her old home with her daughAlma Rubens is the featured player in
ter, Mrs. Everett Barton.
“Humoresque,” and; Gaston Glass and i
Jesse Harriman, oldest son of FerdiVera Gordon are also included in the
I nand F. Harriman, who joined the Coast
cast.
Artillery some months ago, and has
| been stationed near Portland, arrived
Monday for a furlough at home.
Miss Frances Ireland, who spent the
winter in Veazie, returned to Searsport

a

the mind.
The Great Blackstone and his all new,
elaborately staged and gorgeously costumed production of super-magic, assisted by a company of fifteen associate artists, will appear for one performance at
the Colonial, Wednesday, April 20.

Mrs. Laura Crocker and Miss Grace
Clifford were among the Sandy Point
residents to stay in the village over Sun-

The story centers around Leon Kantor,
boy of the Ghetto, who shows an intense love for music. His mother, who
has always wanted a musician-son, is delighted and on his seventh birthday buys
him a violin. Leon’s playmate is pretty
Gina Ginsburg. Fifteen years later, Leon
is a recognized genius. On the night of
his triumph at a big'eoncert given for his
people of the Ghetto, he enlists. Leon
a

Monday.

Jones, Manager

Western Union office in Bath that she beacquainted with Mr. Paine, to
whom she was married later. She was
4 Per Cent Interest
a woman of great refinement, and of a
on
charming personality, an<> her death is
,acca}ints.
deeply regretted by friends here and elseheld
were
Funeral
services
from
where.
BLACKSTONE ON SKEPTICS
her home in Bath Sunday afternoon. She
is survived by her husband, by three
“The right to doubt anything and
children, Virginia, Philip and Mary, her everything is the trade mark of freeThus comparents, Mr. and Mrs. Leander Sargent dom.
I welcome doubt.”
of this town, bv three sisters, Mrs. Fred mented “The Great Blackstone,” when
Hersey of New York, Mrs. William Parse recently interrogated as to bis opinion
of Searsport, and Mrs. William Shorey of regarding the numerous skeptics that go
Bath, and two b'others, Edward and Le* to make up a goodly portion of his audiander Sargent of Marna, Wyoming.
ences.
“It is those doubting Thomases that I
love to convince,”
further declared
Blackstone. "Needless to mention they
come to the theatre with the idea paramount in their biased minds that my
Lincoln A. Gardner returned Friday work can all be explained by some form
from an extended business trip.
of trickery; that what I claim and demonstrate at each performance is imposJohn Soffayer has moved his goods
sible.” It is a noteworthy fact that The
from his store in the Masonic building to
Great Blackstone disclaims any connechis new store in Searsport.
tion with the supernatural in any manner
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Houghton of whatsoever.' What he does in his famous
Bangor arrived Thursday and have open- Simla Seance of crystal gazing, he says
is but the result of a lifetime of study
ed their summer home for the season.

Appeal to
Story of

lie Hurst

Fannie Hurst’

brooks branch

Charles C. Marden, formerly of Belfast,
died suddenly in Waldo Friday night
shortly after retiring. Death was due to
heart trouble. He was born in Swanville 80 years ago, the son of Cornelius
and Mercy (Nickerson) Marden, and most
of hia life was spent in that town, where
he engaged in farming, was a member of
the grange and had a large number of
friends. He is tne last of his father’s
family, and his two wives, Nancy Nickerson and Susan M. Batchelder, both of
Swanville, are deceased Two sons, Horace C. Marden of Waldo, with whom ha
lived, Lewis F. Marden of Pittsfield, for
merly of
elfast, and one daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Wilson C. Marden of Pittsfield,
survive him. The funeral was held at
the church at Swanville Mills Monday at

Kenneth Jewett oi Hampden Highlands visited at the home of Mr. and

Mrs. Estelle Young returned to her
home in Winterport last Saturday after
passing several months with Mrs. Angie
Mudgett, who now has with her Miss
Gladys Heath of Sandypoint.

Mrs. G. H York last week.
C
C. Clements and F. P. Clements
were in Orono last
week during part of
the Farmers’ week exercises.

Mrs. Amy Coleman and her daughter,
Ada Frances, arrive 1 Friday after a hectic experience in Boston, and^ both are
regaining their health at the home of
Mrs. Coleman’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Levi S. Griffin.

Miss Edna Conant returned to Colby
Thursday after spending the
Easter vacation at her home.

at

Mrs. Nancy Merrymdn and Miss Angie
Gilmore wish to exprj-ss through these
columns their appreciation of the numerby friends
ous kindnesses shown ; them
and neighbors when their home was destroyed by lire.
Mrs. F. E. Curtis and Mrs. Henry
Kneeiand arrived Tuesday from Roxbury, Mass., where Mrs. Curtis spent
Mrs.
the winter as her daughter’s guest.
Kneeiand will return to.Roxbury after a
;
short visit in town.
The Delta Alpha Class of the Methodist
Sunday school held a novelty chocolate
sociable in the church vestry on Tuesday
evening, which proved- a sure enough
novelty, and drew a large crowd of young
people. To be admitted! one bought ten
cents worth of chocolate* and a chocolate
lunch was served. There were several
amusing contests, one between Josh Curtis and Harold Whittum, which Whittum
won, proved the ability of two local basket bail stars to excel in other directions.
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee of Belfast, with
her dancing pupils, will repeat in Union
Hall Saturday evening, April 23rd, the
delightful program given in the Belfast
Armory at her Easter hall. The pupils
will bring their beautifu1 costumes and
McKeen’s orchestra will furnish music.
The Searsport pupils will take part in the
Folk Dance numbers. The Belfast party
will spend the afternoon here, bringing
their picnic lunch with them. A dance
will follow the program.

Annie Louise Cary Raymond, the famous singer, who died at her home in Norwalk, Conn., Sunday, was a life-long
friend of Professor Frederick R. SweetMrs. Raymond has
ser of this town.
visited Mr. Sweetser in Searsport, and he
olten paid her visits at her home in Norwalk. He has frequently accompanied
the prima donna and did so on the occasion of her appearance in Belfast at a
concert given by Miss Clara B Nichols
of Searsport, also a famous singer of that
time.
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey and Mrs. Fred Burr
jointly entertained the members of the
White Elephant AuctionClubon Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. GilMrs. J. D. Sweetser won the first
key.
prize, a potted Patience plant, and Mrs.
J. W. Black received the consolation, a
set of “mendits.”
Light refreshments
were served.
The guests were Mrs. Lila
Blee, Mrs. J. D. Sweetser, Mrs. Wm.
Goodell, Mrs. H. G. Curtis, Mrs. Cora
Dow, Mrs. A. B. Pendleton, Mrs. C. N.
Meyers, Mrs. M. B. Thompson, Mrs. J.
S. Black, Mrs. Arthur Colson, Miss
Kathryn Dow.

Capt. and Mrs. C. N. Meyers gave a
very jolly 500 party on Friday evening at
The affair
their home in West Main St.
was unique, nearly all of the guests being
deep sea captains, with their wives.
Five tables were arrmged for the game
and the first prizeb were won by Mrs. N.
F. Gilkey and Capt. Charles Nichols, the
consolations going to Mrs. H. G. Curtis
and John Frame.
Ice cream and cake
Besides those already menwere served.
tioned the following were present: Mrs.
Charles Nichols, Mrs. Jon a Frame, Capt.
and Mrs. Amos Nichols, Capt. and Mrs.
D. C. Nichols, Capt. and Mrs. A. G.
Closson, Capt. and Mrs. J. D. Sweetser,
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Pendleton, Capt
N. F. Gilkey, Capt Henry G. Curtis.

the home of his

daughter,

Mrs. W. H.

Morrison.

Capt. Elden S. Shute, whose health
was in a precarious state for some time
after being forced to quit the sea last
year, now seems to be good as new, ant
is giving himself a change by taking
command of the Sagadahoc Towing Co.’s
tug, Philip Eaton.

pears to be common house flies that materialize in the grass on the south side of
the Universalist church each spring.
On
a
recent sunny day a walk across the
caused
a
sound
like
grounds
a swarm of
bees. A fine job for Prof. O. Howe
Wise.

The Waldo County Hospital. The
Aid has presented the Hospital with a
set of fine surgical instruments.Edw.
J. Vose of Freedom was operated on recently by Dr. Eugene L. Stevens and is
doing well.Miss Ora, daugnter of Mrs.
Mabel Roundy of Troy, a surgical patient at the Hospital, is able to sit up.

EVERY CHILD
needs nourishment
that not only sustains strength but
also promotes normal growth.

scorn
EMULSION
is

a

food-tonic that is

of special significance

to children.
Those who are
not thriving
ought to take

Scott’s Emulsion
Scott &Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
-ALSO MAKERS OF-

Rl'HQIDS
(Tablets

or

Granules)

INDIGESTION
___20-22sk

BELFAST

CURRENT.

PRICE

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

MARKET

PAID

PRODUCER

*25 00
bush,
Hay,
75a 100 Hides,
03
6 Lamb,
25
Beans, pea,
11 Lambskinsl 25a 35
Beans, y. e.,
50a 55 Mutton,
20
Butter,
12al3 Potatoes,
60
Beef, sides,
12 Round Hog,
16
Beef, f. q.,
36
00a20
15
00
Cheese,
Straw,
40
26a32
Chicken,
Turkey,
Calf Skins,
06 Tallow,
2
35 Veal,
20
Duck,
30 Wool, unwashed, 30
E,gs,
35 Wood, hard, 11 00
Fowl,
32 Wood, soft,
8 00
Geese,

Apples,

per

RETAIL PRICE

CHI-NAMEL Demonstration

CHI-NAMEL DEMONSTRATOR during dates given below, will
teach you m five minutes to apply beautiful, brilliant hardwood floor
effects over old dirty soft wood floors by the easy, simple ready to use
Chi-Namel Graining Process. Then have fashionable, hardwood grained
floors that you can wash and beautify with rugs instead of using unsanitary, dusty carpet

TiE

or hot water won’t hurt Chi-Namel, stencil border effects
and the cost is only about 3 cents per square foot,

Heels

applied

Chi-Namel

Quality Enamels,

can

be

Paints and Varnishes

For new or old, hard and soft Wood floors, doors, furniture, woodwork,
walls, ceilings, radiators, screens, porch furniture, fixtures, auto, motor and
bicycles, stove-pipes, etc., all guaranteed highest quality or money refunded.

FREE

—

30 cent

Can of CHI-NAMEL during depurchase of 25 cent
Brush to insure a Fair Trial

monstration with

LLOYD H. STAHL,
C., who has recently taken over the practice of H. W.
of
59
High street,
Allen, Chiropractor
(Colonial Hotel) will move to the offices
above Bert L, Davis’ clothing store, Monday, April 18, where he will be connected
with the original firm of Davis & Sturm,
who conducted the practice last summer
Jeanette Sargent Paine, wife of Cecil before turning it over to Dr .Allen for the
Paine of 1 ath, died at her home in Bath, winter. Office hours, Mondays. WednesFriday, April 8th, after an illness of aev- days and Fridays from 9 a. m. until 12 m.

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
High Street,

Next to Colonial Theatre.

“LIUMORESQUE”!
H
He

it

This Coupon entitles bearer to one 30c. can of Chi-Namei Free at
our store upon purchase of 25c. Varnish Brush to insnre a fair trial or will
be accepted as 30c. upon purchases of larger cans of Chi-Namel Products.
NAME...
ADDRESS.

D.

DEMONSTRATION
Monday and Tuesday, April 25th and 26th
/

HALL HARDWARE
Maine.

_I

CO.,

was

again!

playing

And they
had thought his glorious music stilled forever !

In Belfast, April 8, Charles D.
25 days.
65 years, 6 month
Marden. In Waldo, April'8, Charles
C. Marden, formerly of Belfast, aged 80
LUCE.

Luce, aged

years.

Ill Presque Isle, April 11,
MERRIAM.
Funeral in Belfast
Ethel P. Merriam.
at
2
p m.
j Wednesday
!
RITCHIE. In Norway, April 12, A1phonso Ritchie o£ Lewiston, formerly of
Belfast, aged 23 years, 8 months and 22

days.
WAY. In Belfast, April
M. Way, aged 5 days.

11, Dorothy

-----

Are you

a

Mason?

To the honorable County Commissioners of the County of Waldo;
y;
We, the undersigned, residents of the town

of Brooks and vicinity, respectfully represent
that the road as now travelled, beginning at
the soutnerlv end of a County road, near the
store of A. E Chase & Co.; thence southerly
by the road as now travelled to the residence of
Joseph N. Ginn is without record of location,
Therefore we,
at least none has been found.

.posmopolitan Productionsv

the undersigned, respectfully petition your
honorable board to locate a County road over
the above route or as near such route as public
convenience and necessity may require.
And as in duty b< und
Brooks, Aprii, 1921.
E. H. RoBe
M. S. Stiles
H B. Stimpson
W. C. Rowe
H. Rydar
G.
F. W. Shibl.-s
E. E Brown
C. H. Watson
G. C. Goddard
E. C. Young
C. O. Varney
E. M. Godding
M. C. Patterson
H. H. Hutchinson
H, E Jenkins
a. R. Pilley
G, Barker
D. B. Plummer
R. E. Murphy
W. A. Estes
F. H. Grant
A. B. Payson
E. G. Cox
George Lacrosse
L.
H. Bowen
d
1.
Huxfo
T.
W. P. Dickey
Isaac Leathers
George Jones
F R. York
G. H. Brown
c! W. Ryder
V. R. Varney
L. E Godding
A. H. Rise
H. C, Stover
H M. Rose
H. J. Grant
Will Hall
D. R. Forbes
G. E. Morrill
J. C. Forbes
Henry Cunningham
H. E Peavey
C. E. Hamlin
O. W. Lane
Susie G. Brown
J. F Jewell
Geo. E. Larrabee
«. S. Pattershall
D. R. McAndless
H, B. Bradford
E. L. Toner
Aby Stevens
F.
A. Moulton
J. N, Ginn
Scott Godding
E. A. Ames
STATE OF MAINE
County Commissioners’ Court
April Term, A. D. 1921
On the foregoing petition. Ordered, That the
of
County Commis ioners meet at the store
A E. Chase & Co., in the town of Brooks,
13th
the
on
day
Friaay,
in Wtddo County,
of May next afc 9 o’clock a. m.; and thence
the petiproceed to view the route set .orth insome
contion; immediately after which at
venient place in the vicinity, a hearing of the
will
be
had, and
parties and their witnesses
such further measures taken in the premise*,
And
as the Commissioners s.iall judge proper.
it is further Ordered, that notice of the time,
Commissioner*
the
of
and
purposes
place
and
meeting aforesaid, be given to all persons
corporations interested, by serviugan attested
this Order thereon,
with
Petition
said
of
Copy
of Brooks and
upon the ClerK of the town
Waldo

featuring

Alma Rubens
(paramounttfrtcraft (picture
Fannie Hurst’s beautiful story of a boy’s ger
and a mother’s love. Beginning in the clamor
New York’s Ghetto. Rising to the heights, i!
where? A story that cries to hide
ending
laughter and laughs to hide its tears.

theatre^ Monday, April
AT 2.30, 7.00 AND 8.30

Prices—Orchestra 39c., Balcony 28c., children
McKeen’s Orchestra

ss.

public places
by posting up the same
in said town, and by publishing the same in
The Republican Journal, a public newspaper
and
published in said County; said publication beeach of the other notices to be thirty days
for said view, that all
fore the time
in three

appointed

may appear and be heard if they think proper.
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk,

the

automobile insurance

Mortgage Loans.
Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds.
Casn in Office and Bank.

Notice

co

BELFAST 4 M005EBL.

00

SPECIAL MEE’IIN

54

To the Stockholders of the Bel'
head Lake Railroad Company

oSS'tS 4
.88.690

Interest and Renta.
All other assets.
Gross

RAILROAD COM!

^15,300 00

6^,675
6,7,3,419

A special meeting of the st.-cBelfast & Moosehead Lake Ra
will be held at

06

00

Admitted Assets.$11,896,417
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

46

County

C

for the

following purposes, to v.
1. To see if the Stockholders
and empower the Directors ti <•
of the Belfast & Moosehead
Company, dated April 27, lbTI
May 10, 1921, sunject to auth<

136 49

17b,71»

admitted.

the

Belfast, Maine, on Thursday, L
May, A. D. 1921. at ten o’clock

o54,t)34 23

Assets.■■.$12.072

Deduct items not

performance.

at every

of Hartford, Conn.
650 Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut
Assets December 31, 1920

w

Net Unpaid Losses. $1.592,9**l 76 Interstate Commerce Coran.i:Unearned Premiums. 5,934,192 15 Public Utilities Commission of M
644,751 19 j
All other Liabilities.
2.
To act

Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Uash

00
2,0^1.000
1,724,512 36

Total Liabilities and Surplus....$11,896,417 46
Luce & Foster, Agents, Belfast.

3wl5_

WANTED
Second

Hand

Kitchen

Range

State price first letter.

and Family

THIS FREE COUPON

Belfast,

Phone 249-:;

days.

We wish to thank the neighbors and
friends for the kindness Bhowri at the
time of our bereavement and' for flowers
sent to the funeral.
John A. Bassett
Mr. and MRS. PERCY BRADFORD

Beef, corned,
Butter, Balt,
Corn,

NOTICE

Yours truly,

on.

CARD OF THANKS

RETAIL MARKET

2 20
35a38 Lime,
18a32 Oats,
66
85 Oat Meal,
5
85 Onions,
Cracked corn.
5
85 Oil, kerosene, 21a22
Corn meal,
40 Pollock,
10
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
2 lo Pork,
19
25
8
Rye meal,
Cranberries,
Clover seed, 32a35 Shorts,
1 90
11 50al4 00 Sugar,
10
Flour,
H. G. seed,
5 00 Salt, T. I., bus. 1 25
18 Sweet potatoes, 12
Lard,

$ 15.00 to $49.50

,,

County road supervisor, C. W. Sliorey,
in town Wednesday conferring with
the selectmen.
William W. Smith, who
gave excellent satisfaction as patrolman
last season, was induced to accept the
job for the coming season. There appears good grounds for expecting the
road through the Stockton Woods from
the square to the Prospect town line to
be built by the State this year.

our

wonderful values—

Sanford’s Hall was packed Tuesday
evening, March 29, to see the drama
MARRIED.
“The Village Schooltua’am” played by
local talent. The arama was in three
acts with each one a star in their part.
Ill Morrill,
FLANDERS-MEINERNEY.
Characters: Richard Elliott, storekeeper April 9th, by Ernest E. Bowen, Esq., Eland postmaster, Fred Vose; James B. j mer S. Flanders and Mrs. Jamie MeinerGraham, a commercial traveler, Tom j ney, both of Morrill.
Vose; Rev. Mr. Fiick, the village parson,
MENDALL-SNOWDEAL. In Rockland,
Mr. Albert Barnes; Hosea Clegg, who be- April 6, by Rev. J. Stanley Crossland,
longs to G. A. R., Clayborn Wellington; John E. Mendall of Belfast and Florence
Sam Alcott, who has pore than a better Louise Snowdeal of Camden.
YORK-WHITNEY. In Belfast, April 2,
half, Levi Murray; Lad, just a boy, Ernest
Vose; Sylvia Lenox, village schoolma’am, by Rev. David Brackett, Sydney «W.
Ethelyn Nelson; Ida May Alcott, who has York and. Vena R Whitney, both; of
had “advantages,” Thelma Clement; Mrs.
Belfast.__
Alcott, her proud mamma—somewhat forDIED.
getful, Catherine Sanford; Elvira Pratt,
a
dressmaker, Mrs. D. H. Mathieson;
In Belfast, April 6, Mrs
BASSETT.
Rosie, who was born tired, Annie McAfter the drama there was a Sarah J. Bassett, formerly of Pejepseot,
Curdy.
sale of ice cream and dancing, with music aged 62 years.
In Troy, March 29, Mrs.
CLARY.
by Overlock’s orchestra.
Rowena Clary.
COOPER. In Bangor, April 9, Mrs.
Maude S. Cooper, formerly of Frankfort,
aged 42 years.
III Belfast, April 10, William
HALL
L. Hall, aged 66 years, 2 months and 26

_

COME to

are

Come in and try them

Miss Verna Simmonds was home from
Bucksport Seminary and Miss Gladys
Young from Belfast High to pass the
Easter recess.

was

James M. 'Parker, master-builder at
the local shipyard for the past three
years, with five big schooners and two
110-feet towing barges to his credit, and
Mrs. Parker are disposing of their household goods and, to the deep regret of innumerable friends, are arranging to leave
town in the near future, barring a miraculous change in the shipbuilding prospects of the country. It is their present
intention to enjoy a tour in their car to
their recent home in Franklin, Mass.,
thence to Ohio, where Mrs. Parker has
relatives, and on to Whittier, California,
where a sister of Mr. Parker resides.

#

I

In this lot of suits you will find the new loose back model, the new
box effect, new semi-flare patterns. Some plain, many trimmed
with braid and buttons, and all priced within your reach. These

Mrs. Ella Greeley Grinnell, who is
teaching in Freedom Academy, spent the
Easter recess at her home in Washington
and here.

of about
50 delegates who met at the State house
in Augusta April 5th to discuss the rights
of motor truck owners.
An association
was formed to be known as the Maine
truck owners association and Mr. Conant
I was made president.

Earnest supporters of the Swat the
Early Fly campaign are curious as to the
how and why of the myriads of what ap-

-—.

NEW SUITS-

Donald Mathieson, who has purchased
the farm known as the Robert Fay farm
in Montville, moved his family there last
week.

Mrs. C. H. Libby does not gain in
Raymond Ward has'sold his meat busiAlbert M. Ames, local agent of the health as
rapidly as her family and
to Lewis Crockett, who has taken New Y’ork Life Ins.
left early in the friends would wish
Co.,
Her daughter, Mrs.
possession of the marjtet in Main street. week to attend a dinner given to the Amos
Conant of Monroe, is with her the
Antonio Croce, proprietor of the Sears- j successful Northeastern Section agents present week.
at the Exchange Club in Boston on the
port Fruit Store, returned Sunday from a
F. P. Clements is quite ill at this writvisit of several months at his old home in evening of April 14th.
ing with marked symptoms of rheumatic
I
Genoa, Italy.
Mrs. Fred Sanborn and her nephew, fever. Dr. Le Roy Smith is in attendMethodist I Earl Bancroft, arrived from Mansfield ! ance arid hopes to hold the disease in
The Ladies’ Aid of the
>.
church will meet todpy at the Service Mass., on Tuesday of last week, called i check that a serious illness may be
Rooms with Mrs. Louise West and Miss on account of the illness of her father, i avoided.
•
| John Bryant, who is passing the winter
Rowtna Colcord as hostesses.
Hon. C. M. Conant was one
and Mrs. James H. Duncan and
daughter Martha, whe spent the winter
at Asheville, N. C., arrived Monday and
have reopened their home in Church St.

You Can't Beat this Lot
/

J. P. Sanford has been drawn juryman
from this town for the April term of
court.

Dorothy, the little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. C. Nealey of Bangor, is
spending the present week with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey.

Lengths.

Prices $12.95 to $49.50

Mrs. Mary Ordway attended the Grange
Lecturer’s meeting in Bangor recently.

Master Wayne Linnell of Bangor is
spending a few weeks with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. G I.arby.

Unpack^

All the New Patterns.

All the New

liberty.

ness

Mr.

All the New Shades.

1 p. m., with Rev. William Vaughan.of
East Belfast officiating. The bearers were
Messrs. Hosea White, Edward Robertson,
Charles Curtis and James Patterson. The
interment was in Sbanville.

College

Mrs. Fannie B. Mitchell of Wakefield,
Mass., a daughter of the late Lincoln
Blanchard, well remembered by old residents, is visiting her old home for the
first time in thirty years, the guest of
Mrs. Orilla Libby.

NEW COATS—Big Lot Just

■

STOCKTON SPRINGS

be Shown Flere
as

■

came

Colonial Theatre
Intense

was

Westbrook Seminary.
Fitting herself
for a telegraph operator, she was employed by the Western Union for a number of
years, and it was while in charge of the

Thousands take Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a sprin ? medicine for that
nervous
weakness,
tired
feeling,
md
say it makes
impure blood
them feel bettei. eat and sleep better, and “make: food taste good.”
Spring debilii r is a conditton in
which it is espc daily hard to combat disease ge -ms, which invade
there and everythe system hen
where. The wh|:e blood corpuscles,
“the
little soldiers
sometimes called
in the blood.” I'pcause it is their
duty to fight diabase germs, are too
weak to do good! service.
Blood’s Sarsafarilla strengthens
soldiers” and enables
“little
the
them to repel glrms of grip, influfevers arid other ailments;
enza.
relieves catarrh* and rheumatism.
It has given satisfaction to three
generations. Ge! it today, and for
a laxative take Hood’s Pills.

F

girlhood

spent here and she was
educated in the Searsport schools and at

Loss of
ing and

“Humoresque”

CHARLBS C. MARDbN

eral months. Shs was the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sargent of this town
and was born in Searsport in May, 1871.

SPRING! DEBILITY

Box 185, Belfast, Maine.

upon any other bus

■

j

properly

come

before said meetir
SELWYN TIL

y
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Belfast, Me., April 12, 1921—3w!;

Seed Potatoes
FOR SALE
This is

of the years
seed. The GOLD COIN pol«i
from selected seed, good to loi
extra good to eat—$1.00 per buso.
H. C. MAH 0TWaldoS'
Tel. Liberty 14 2
one

■

Horse for Sale

I have for sale a few bushels of NorthCARD OF THANKS
ern Beauty Potatoes, the earliest potato
A handsome gray mare, 1250 lbs., seven
Also the Harmony
introduced.
ever
We wish to thank our neigH
an
extra
good friends for their kindness to us
Beauty. A fine second early potato and years old, sound and kind,
driver and worker and warranted to be late bereavement and for the
Price tl.00 per bushel.
a great yielder.
a
do
for
are
good
looking
one,
so.
If you
H. S. WEBBER,
flowers sent to the funeral.
Apply to
Monroe Center, Me. not fail to see this one.
Mrs. W. L. Hau
T. S. THOMPSON,
MR. and MRS. DON '•
Belfast.
Street
Commissioner,
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their kindness to us in our
late bereavement and for the beautiful
flowers sent to the funeral.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Marden
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Marden
Mrs. w. c. Marden

Tel. 139

_lwl5

Wanted
Please
A small SAIL BOAT, rigged.
give full description and price. Answer
by letter “J” Journal Office.

Wanted
I am willing to pay about
'1'
house within half a mile of
J'
Post Office.

W-BSetfasf^.'^l
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THE DOG SAYS
I may be yellow and covered with fleas
But my pants, thank goodness, don’t bag at the
knees.

Can YOU says as much for YOURS?
If not come to this live store and take

a

Are you

a

Are you

Mason?

The

a

Mason?

George I. Keating has been engaged sb
j bookkeeper by the Belfast Farmers’

Patriots Day will occur next Tuesday
and the grocery stores and markets will
be closed all day.
The Busy Bees of the Universalist
church will meet with Mrs. Van Rackliff Saturday afternoon at 2.30.

Union and assumed his duties last week.

Miss Doris Clifford entertained a thea
j tre party of nine young lady friends at
the Colonial Thursday evening, when
Kismet was the attraction.

|

Universalist League will be postweek on account of the be-

While the weather for the past week
has been colder than for some time it is
far better than the general average for
Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will hold
April. The roads are in fairly ({ood conits regular meeting next Friday evening,
dition and trees, etc., are budding.
at MORE nnnts
conferred.
be
when
will
degrees
P
Charles H. Simmons met with an acciThomas H. Marshall Circle will have dent
Tuesday while working on a wood
an appropriate program for Patriots’ Day
power saw at the Hay ford farm.
Dr.
PANTS at
at their regular meeting next Tuesday
Carl H. Stevens was called and found it
afternoon.
so as
necessary to amputate the index and
as thev
gastney
Henry Davidson, formerly of this city, middle fingers of his right hand.
in
farm
his
sold
Appleton
has recently
At the annual meeting Tuesday of the
and is planning to return to this city to
Belfast Savings Bank James H. Howes
make his home.
was re-elected president and Fuller
C.
Mrs. Sumner Bridges of this city has Wentworth, treasurer and clerk. All the
received a check of 41,000, a bequest to directors were re-elected and Norman A.
dol,ar
her in the will of the late Mrs. Harriet Read succeeds Albert C. Burgess, deA. Adams of Cambridge, Mass.
ceased,-as an incorporator.
Charles W. Lancaster has bought the
Mrs. J. L. Sleeper has rented her
house on Church street to Mr. and Mrs. Frothingham house on High street, one
of
the most desirable residences in the
Pierre R. Werner of Mew York City who
city. He with Mrs. Lancaster will ocwill occupy it during the summer.
Are you a Mason?
cupy the first floor and Henry
Smith,
O. E. Frost,
Osceola Council members are becom- who came here recently from Bangor as
proprietor of Mathews mill,
for their fine 35 cents suppers an assistant in the Waldo Trust Comfamous
gave a supper to his
ing
employes and their
wives in
Memorial Hall, Wednesday furnished the public every Friday at Red pany, has reined the secoud floor. His
evening. The ladies of the Baptist church Men’s hall. Atteud and judge for your- family will come here in the near future
covers were laid for about | self.
The Belfast School Music Exposition
100.
This was only one of the
many inThe Dorcas Guild of the Methodist will be given in the Armory Thursday
stances when Mr. Frost shows his
and
fair
a
geuu
entertain- evening, April 21st, under the direction
! church will have
me and manly public
spirit. Besides the ment in their vestry Friday, April 29th, of Miss Margaret M. Mitchell, with the
good things of the menu there was an ad- j
when aprons, cooked food, candy and following program:
Soldiers’ Chorus,
dress by Rev. H. E. Dunnack of
Augusta, Maybaskets will be on sale.
(Faust), Gounod; Motion Song, Peirce
a
personal friend, also
remarks
by
Solo
Dance, Helen Foster; SereMayor C. W. Wescott, Bert L. Davis,
The annual meeting of the Pythian SchooJ;
nade, Moszkowski; Happy Days, Strepresident of the Chamber of
Building Association, announced for
Commerce,
lezski;
Buzzell, Scott, Durham,
r*. E.
Roderick, superintendent of schools Tuesday afternoon at the Ralph D. South- Parker;Quartette,
Exercise Song, McLellan School;
and other friends of the host.
worth store, was postponed to next TuesSolo,
Charlotte
(a) Campbells
Knowlton;
day on account of the lack of a quorum.
are
poned

one

reavement of one of its members.

look

Yes! Sold a
Lot of Those
Men's Sample
Shoes at
Six Ninety-Five

under one roof before.
than
We are ACTUALLY RETAILING ALL WOOL
W HOLESALE PRICES and shall continue to do
long
vou ever saw

Prices-$3.00-$3.50-$5.00-$6.00-$6.50

!,-

Cook around, then

come

here.

Yours truly,

BERT L. DAVIS,The
__M-—-

Are you a Mason?
Friends of George Willey, who has
been confined to his room for some
weeks, are pleased to see him out on the
street again.

News ot Belfast
advertisemen rs

s

v

adv
:re Store publishes an
shoe satisfaction,
has seed
a, Waldo Station,
or sale.
advertises
M .me Power Co.
k for a Maine investment.

The Sons of Veterans and Auxiliary
will have a supper Monday evening,
April 18, at 6 o’clock. All are requested
to bring food.
All not members will be
charged 35 cents.

■

Mrs. S C. Pattee.with her junior danclL1l Theatre publishes picture ing class and McKeen’s orchestra, will
go to Searsport, Saturday, April 23rd,
and repeat the program given ather East;K Garment Store adverer
ball in the Armory. There will also
new stock just selected !
I be a dance.

V-.lete

tVt.rk

All who remember Miss Gertrude
Coming, Old Scotch Air; (b) Annie
Frye,
The April term of the Supreme Judicial
II. C. Marden and family
Laurie, Lady John Scott; Dance, Fifth
daughter of the Hon. and Mrs. Wakefield
The Dlckey-Knowlton Real Estate Co.
t Court with Judge Scott Wilson of Port
if thanks.
G. I1 rye of
Belfast, will be interested in have rented for Mr. and Mrs. P. D. H. Grade,, Peirce school; Duet, Charlotte
land presiding will open iu the Court the
.son offers horse for sale,
success of recent books produced by
Carter of Portland their Miller street Knowlton, Mona Burgess; Group Song,
House Wednesday, April 20th. The reg- her
Head of Tide School; Roses,of the South
Frederick O’Brien. Satur- house in this city to Mr. and Mrs. Stilliace for sale, two miles ular
day of opening April 19th is Patri- day’shusband,
(The Messiah),
Boston Herald says of him:
man Flood, who are already occupying
Handel; Trio, Helen Wesots’ Day and a legal holiday.
cott, Idres Rogers, Annie Omar; Good
“Frederick O’Brien’s “Mystic Isles of it.
kitchen range wanted.
the
Night,
South Seas,” just published by the
Beloved, Ciro Pinsuti.
John R. Dunton has bought the Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Collins McCarty of this I
theatre presents Black- house he has been occupying several Century
Company,
belongs
chronologiI
will
to
WednesTemple Heights Saturday
city
go
er magician, for
The house is cally to a period earlier than the author’s
years on Church street.
for a long summer season.
Mr. and Mrs.
famous “White Shadows in the South
one of the most modern on the street,
are
McCarty
always the first to go to
Store offers some more was built in 1890 by Albert M. Carter and Seas.” Mr. O’Brien wrote the book about
their summer home and often the last to
H. B. Clement lost one of his horses
.hoes at $6.95.
occupied by him as a residence until his eight years ago, and then laid the manu- leave.
decease.
script
April 8th.
CliiAfter
away.
of
the
success
advertises
great
Co.
.re
the “White Shadows in
Albert M. Mudgett, who was operated
Mrs. V. B. Ells is the guest of Mrs. W.
^he South Seas,”
alion and offers free can.
April 15th is the official time for open- he went to
Tahiti,! again checked up his on last week at the Tapley Hospital, was D. Bowler.
sample Shop are offering ing the sardine business on the Maine material, got new
Mrs. Lizzie Jackson visited Mr. and
impressions, and re- taken Monday to the home of his brother,
;
coast, but there is no indication that the wrote the book from
is and other new goods.
beginning to end. B. H. Mudgett. He is comfortable and Mrs C. W. Colby last Sunday.
Moosehead Lake R. R. local piant of the Booth Fisheries Co. will Most of the second writing was done at is under the care of Mrs. Charles E.
The school here commenced April 11.
start. A recent telegram from Eastport the
of special meetiug,
Jack London ranch in California.”
I Getchell, R N.
Miss Myrtle Penney of Montville teaches
in the daily papers indicates that the
it.
Kard to osteopathy.
large fleet of motor boats are still in
Representative H. C. Buzzell returned
Miss E. Maude Barker entertained wha^
Mrs. F. A. Myrick, who has been in
r, Monroe, has potatoes winter quarters.
from Augusta and we learn the
a genuine surprise
party last * riday af- Monday
the Tapley hospital in Belfast, returned
total
amount
of
for
appropriated
money
ternoon for her cousin, Miss E. Frances
home April 8th.
South Belfast.
Mrs. Herbert B.
Factory wants girls, i
and Mrs. Adelaide Chase Quimby, Belfast is $14,250 as follows: Belfast
Cunningham, formerly Miss Arlene Wad- Chase,
Home
tor
1
Children’s
$750;
A^ed
Women,
,UJ Mr. and Mrs. Donald
whose
birthdays come April 8th.
By
hii, entered the Sisters Hospital, V\ aterAid Society of Maine, $7,000; Waldo'
',
.-ard of thanks.
ville, last Sunday fur an operation for ap- previous arrangements all the guests bad
County Hospital $2,500; construction and
Belfast.
in
arrived
house
before
and
the
vants
specials appeared
pendicitis. Relatives here have received
while pleasure and surprise mingled in repairs on the Swanville road, $4,000.
it and relatives publish a iavorable report and her many friends
their minds, the former predominated.
hope for a speedy -recovery.
L E. Thornton, Esq
of Augusta, forTODAY
There were live tables of auction and
j
will come to Belfast
offers specials for this
merly of
A conference of all the local leaders of other guests
brought sewing. The score the latter Houlton,
part of the week having form- ; Mack Sennett’s Gloom Chaser
the county in connection with Boys’ and cards also
leekbrought happy birthday greet-, ed a
partnership with H. C. Buzzell,
Girls’ Club work, will take place Satur- ings
advertises pants.
Miss Melvina V. Parker won the 1
on
day, April 16th, in the Farm Bureau first prize, a pair of yellow candles; Miss Esq under the firm name of Buzzeil & I1
office at Belfast. The meeting will start Charlotte W. Colburn the second, a carv- Thornton. Mr. Thornton has been depRUBE
BAND
AND ORCHESTRA
M son?
of
State and has for some
at 10 in the morning and
probably end at ed wood card case, and Mrs Elmer A. uty Secretary
of the Senate. He i
Cates is improving from 3 in the. afternoon.
All interested in Sherman the consolation, picnic spoons time been secretary
FARM
HAND’S
QUARTETTE
her club
is well known to many Belfast people as 1
,s and expects to open
work are invited to be present.
and forks.
Assorted cake, collee and
a student and well versed in the law.
on Field street in about
FRIDAY
the
were
after
served
confectionery
Thieves broke into a car at the depot
this will be good news to
last Friday night and took a coil of rope, game. Then came the gifts for the vicMrs. Clyde B. Holmes and Mrs Sum- ;
All Star Cast in
working with her.
,
tims, the hostess presenting Miss Chase ner C. Pattee entertained the
a
box of dry fruit, a can of coffee, to
Saturday
sickness reported at tlie bacco and a box of oranges. They open- with a bouquet of daybreak pinks a lid Auction Club at the home of the former
“THE SECRET GIFT”
Mrs. Quimoy with a pot of pink tulips.
.1 for any period durinfc
ed a box of tea, but did not seem to care
Friday evening. All the members and a
Col is have been s*5 for that. The James F. Berkins cottage Mrs. McDonald presented each with a few guests were in costume en mask.
■per.
SATURDAY
From “old There were handsome
i,fine many to their beds just belo v his residence on upper High handsome birthday cake.
Spanish gowns, a
Pneumonia is also street was entered recently and quilt, friends” each received large bouquets of Topsy in burlap, a Bowery girl, a bicycle i
vs.
SHIRLEY
MASON in
also confectionery and cards.
and other household goods taken.
The carnations,
rig of other days, a rustic in overalls, a
Mrs. George F. Kent, Mrs. Fred T. Chase
a
“The Girl of
Heart”
Bakery, John Ronnquist, police hope to make the arrests in the and Mrs. H. E. McDonald assisted the milkmaid, pijama girl and several oldfashioned ladies of the modest type.
.dergoing extensive im- near future.
the hostess in serving. After ail was
Three appeared in gents’ evening dress.
MONDAY
ibor saving machinery,
The meeting of the Community Advis- over Mrs. Kent very casually remarked
Mrs. Ansel M Lothrop won the prize for
king will be done on the ory Board of the Salvation Army was for the sake of surprising her hostess
guessing the largest number. A picnic j
ALMA RUBENS in
i of in the basement as
that
given up to discussion of the financial
April 8th was also her birthday. supper was served at 7 p. m. and was ;
side of the work. Mr. O. E. Frost, presi- Other guests than those meutioned above
followed by auction, when Miss Florence 1
were Mrs.
Abbie F. Swan, Mrs. James M. Dunton won the
Barker ot Augusta spoke dent, wished to obtain from headquarprize. In the con- \
Memorial Hall before large ters all the advertising matter possible H. Howes, Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs. C. 11. test for knitting the prize went to Mrs.
before
Mrs.
William
S.
definite
The
meetMrs.
Walden,
TUESDAY
making
the
plans.
Simpson,
ill and 7.30 p. m. under
V. L Hall.
Ben liazeltine, Mrs. George R. Doak,
c
Belfast Spiritualist Asso- ing was accordingly adjourned to meet
MADGE
at the call of the president. In this Mrs. George I. Keating, Mrs. Robert P.
in
April 26th has been decided as the date j
speak again at the same again
when the Frank D. Hazeltine Post of the I
She was the guest connection it is interesting to know that Chase, Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs. C. W.
:ay.
the Salvation Army is President Hard- Wescott, Miss Charlotte. W. Colburn, American Legion will present its play,
“The Girl With the
Roy Gurney and gave
Unquestionably !
There will ing’s hobby and in speaking of it recent- Mrs. Albert M. Carter, Mrs. Hannah “lAre you a Mason?”
e past week.
Heart2’
this
will
be
one
of
the
best
plays ever
ly he said: “If there is somewhere in the Holmes, Mrs. James C. Durham, Mrs.
next Sunday.
world a human touch that awakens dis- William M. Randall, Mrs
In
Arthur E. produced by local talent in Belfast.
nker has sold his auto re- appointment into hope, that is the iinest W ilson, Miss Annie M. Knowlton, Miss making this selection the Legion has
WEDNESDAY
basement of tile Piioenix hobby in the world.”
Annie V. Field, Mrs. Thomas B. Dius- chosen one of the cleverest comedies
to
nent on Bridge street
ever written and it will be a source of
more, Miss Maude Gamin a ns.
WEST Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs Charles
Mr.
■rrison of Thorndike.
d light to everyone to have the opportu- !
Lassell
and
and
two
of
children
Burnham
sale
The Waldo County Boys’ Conven- ! nity of seeing this play. The play
iti’iue in the auto
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Hartshorn
realready
has
TION.
The recent Boys’ Convention m abounds in humorous situations which
McCorrison
Harold cently.... Frank Finley of Wilmington, Portland has gone into history as a most keeps the audience in a continuous roar
k in his shop.
.hester Blacs. have also Del is visiting his sister, Mrs. Walter important event. There were about 1,- of laughter. Just plain, good, old fashrepair shop in the Rogers Childress....Mrs. Henry Elms, who has 5u0 of the State’s young manhood pres- ioned mirth provoking situations that
been very sick with the grip, is gaining. ent.
r Main street.
They were clean, bright and active are not stilted or overdrawn. The cast
Levi Campbell visited Mrs. Will youths and all carried home with them has been especially well
., .Mrs
chosen, each
evens entertained a stag
W’ight recently....There was a large at- new ideas that will materialize in Chris- character being selected as particularly
i,te on Church street last
tendance at the Sunday meeting held at tian and moral
uplift. When the Belfast adapted for his or her part. Rehearsals
The evening was •Equity Grange hall under the direction
img.
boys at the convention reported the are being held nearly every day under
is, preceded by a most de- of J. H Lord....Walter Childress, who events at the Baptist
Raymond O. the direction of Mr. James Flanders.
spread at 6.30 p. m. The had the misfortune to sever the index Young at that tune church, the
teeing
good the Mr. Flanders is a new comer to Belfast, i
vVm. H. and V. L. Hall, linger on his left hand recently, is gainBoys’ County Conventions were doing as who has had many years experience in
-more, Maine Hills, Clyde ing ...Mr. and Mrs. S. W, Newcomb, who tributaries to the State
Convention, ex- amateur and professional productions.
r
Ansel M. Lothrop, Nor- spent the winter in
Altoona, Pa., are ex- pressed the wish that Waldo County His many friends are awaiting with keen
Morris L. Siugg, Raymond pected home soon.
might have one. Later he had a confer- anticipation his initial appearance on the
iscar B. Wilkins.
The b. If. S. Mercury
The spring ence with O. E. Fro^t, a man who is first, local stage. He plays the leading male
•l iter J.
Ciilford of the Co
issue of Mercury, the High school maga- last and always interested in boys. The role of Frank Perry opposite Katherine
IS OUR AIM ON
a'
designed the oriental scene zine, has made its appearance in a phase idea was not new with Mr. Frost as be E. Brier as Mrs. Eva Perry. Miss Brier
ogue to Kismet, the feature of unusual originality.
Its advertising travels extensively over the State and is always a favorite and her many friends 1
lias been interested for some time in will welcome her appearance in the cast.
I Friday afternoon and columns also indicate that it was a finanGretchen Fletcher very cial success. It will be a souvenir in these County Conventions and taken Supporting Mr. Flanders and Miss Brier
notes
on them.
He has also been promi- is a cast which is unusually strong and
-meed an oriental nnmber, years to come of school
life, lectures, soc
nent in t le Laymen’s Movement and has well balanced.
Harold Ladd and Mrs.
Ruth Partridge, Florence cial functions,
etc., particularly of the
os Rogers and Hazel Nickclass of 1921.
The staff included: Editor- served the Maine Baptist Convention as. Sumner C. Pattee play the parts of Mr. ;
its
Mr. Frost thought this and Mrs. Amos Bloodgood, parents of
ir.ental gowns. McKeen’s in-chief, Bartlett
Whiting, East North was president.
|
STUDIO
Mrs. Perry. Mt Ladd is well known to
an opportunity to take advantage of,
unshed music. The general ! port, ’21; assistant
editor, Kermit Nickand
our people and takes to his part with a
work
in
its
The young ladies also erson, Swanville,
began
interests.
He
per75 High St.,
Belfast, Maine.
’22; business manager,
“Brim
Carroll Parker, ’21; assistant business sonally called on about 35 men -nd all naturalness that will make him an imTolford Durham, ’22; literary who did not have previous engagements mediate “hit”. Mrs. Pattee needs no
any decided preference for manager,
She plays
Ruth Leman,’21; Mildred Black, responded, and took occasiop to say that introduction to our public.
ng time or any prejudice edit.rs,
they would be glad to assist in any way one of the most difficult roles in her
talk the matter over with I '22, Hazel Nickerson, '23, Pearl Decrow,
in
usual
efficient
and
the movement as they believed in it.
graceful manner. !
•inbi r of the City Government | ’24, athletic editors, Lillian Davis, ’21,
X-ray films of bones, joints and teeth at
The following were present at the Friday M.ss Doris Clifford as the cook has one
Watson
local
acNickerson,
’21;
editors,
final
when
May meeting,
night meeting in the High school room: of the best comedy parts in the play. the office of
taken
At the April meet- Ruth Dinsmore, ’21, Oriand Orchard, ’22, Robert
DR. CARL H. STEVENS,
F! and John R. Dunton, Morris L. Miss Alice Wardwell and Miss Hazel
Government the subject ! David Moody, ’23, Winfield Thompson,
35 Church St., Belfast, Me.
Heald are daughters of the Bloodgoods
Slugg, Bert L. Davis, Mayor C. W. Wes
’•■!, but deferred to May in | ’24; personal editors, Verna Greenlaw,
Tel. 15
3ml5
cott, Ralph A. Bramhall, Harry A. Fos- and carry their parts gracefully as does
'iiizens the opportunity of j ’21, Donald Knowlton, ’22, Fern Orcharf,
E. E. Roderick, Charles S. Bickford, Miss Elizabeth Doak, a maid.
Ralph
their opinion, if it affec's | ’23, Robert Condon, ’24; alumni editors, ter,
Clarence E. Frost, Ben D Field, George Clifford as George Fisher will give every
se or pleasure.
Other Maine Louise Clark, ’21, Katherine Frost, ‘22; H.
Harold Stone as MorriCharles E. Rhoades, Clyde one a surprise.
taking action practically in exchange editor, Lenore Thompson, ’21. B. Robertson,
Holmes, Ralph L. Cooper, N. S. Don- son, Earle Braley as Travers and Albert ATTRACTIVE HOME, two miles out of
ol the order.
The closing meeting for the season of ahue, Ralph H.
Miller
as
the
[Joliceman are all well se- :ity. New six-room house, garage, henHowes, Willaim K
the Women’s Alliance was held at the Keene, Elmer A.
Theodore Bramhall and Eliza- house, six acres of land.
Fine location,
Sherman, V. A. Sim- lected.
home of Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore last mons, Ralph D.
James C. beth Clements as Mr. and Mrs. Halton, near neighbors, school, stores, etc. EnSouthworth,
Thursday afternoon with a large attend- Durham, Roy E. Young, Ralph H. Dun- farmers from New York State, are typi- quire by jptter,
O VNER,
ance.
Miss Maude E. Barker, the retir- bar. Mr. Frost and all of the
4wl5*
Care Journal Office .‘
city clergy- cal for their parts.
the
to
gavel
Mrs. men then in town were present, Revs. G.
ing president, presented
J. C. Durham, her successor, with many C. Sauer, Charles W. Martin and Alfred
la
the State ot your
good wishes for the prosperity and use- j C. Elliott. Important matters were disfulness of the organization. The paper ^ cussed and the feeling expressed that the
liver or your shoes.
of the day was by Rev. Alva Roy Scott, movement was one of the best and should
Nobody can feel good if
Ph. D. of Bangor, “A Study of Goethe’s be encouraged in every way. Mr. Frost
Faust.” Dr. Scott ranks this master
feet hurt. If you dread
was made chairman of the general compiece as standing in literary value with mittee, Mr. Foster, secretary; and Mr.
akt the next
step—its no
the Iliad, Hamlet and the Book of Job. Slugg, treasurer. The conference will be
wunder VOu spealcj harshly
Its composition spread over sixty years under the auspices and supervision of the
act
of
Goethe’s life and thus became some- Y. M. C. A. The ages of the boys will
grouchy and in general
as if the
thing of a record of the richness and di- include those from 14 to 20 years and the
world was out of
a
rest
Because we
versity of his genius. The old legend of number of members will be limited to 20o.
t'me.
in
our
listenone
the scholar, who sold his soul, fascinated It is .expected to be held May
set
20, 21 and
the youth, but when he completed it in 22.
As all the towns in the county will
us fit
a
a
to
your next pair.
sermon,
prayer
old age he felt that it should be changed be included the boys especially interestw,*i guarantee to
the
and
give you
to be emblematic of the ideal of persist- ed should signify their intention as soon
^uch satisfaction and coment battle against temptation, and in as possible. It was left with chairman
It
in
of every
new
bat there will be no
of
this
this lies the greatness
wonderful Frost to name five members each on the
queswoman
It
and
man
Dr.
Scott
1
mystery play.
brought out following committees which he will $oon
“whose your shoe| with strength and clearness the lesson of announce:
"n
of
in
creases
Entertainment,
registration,
ln the
future.
the anguish and remorse of evil-doing banquet, guides,
printing, publicity, hall
Go to
There is no success
and the reward of upward striving in and meeting places,
music, reception, fifaith, hope and love. During the social nance, recreation. The plans already
you
hour the hostess was assisted in serving made iuclude the prospective purchase of
at
tea and wafers by Mrs C. W. Wescott, one of the finest residences in the
city as
;
Mrs. William M. Randall, Mrs. Fred A. : a Community Club house for the boys.
C.
Johnson, Mrs. Sumner
Pattee, Mrs. Like the State Convention the County
Stephen S. L. Shute, Mrs. Robert P. Convention is non-sectarian and far
Coombs.
reselling in good results.

■»

We always knew that Belfast
women had small feet-and
now we know that the men have
them also.
Sold a lot--and no wonder, for finer
shoes couldn’t be made. Every
sort of leatner-every known style
is represented. And they are made

..

by Thompson Bros.,

HALLDALE.

one

of the

finest makers of men’s shoes in
the United States.

So, if you can wear a 6 1-2, 7, or
7 1-2, don’t fail to examine these
wonderful sample shoes now on
sale at

Colonial Theatre

j

j

“Down

Newest Apparel

the Farm”

MRS. FRANKEL has just returned from New
York with a complete new stock of

j

Suits, Wraps, Copts, Dresses, Skirts

|

and Blouses

My

Every

attractive

Special Sale

“HUMORESQUE”

Jazz

New York Garment Store

|

j

Kodak finishing
M. A. COOK’S

{

j

■

j

Special Notice

■

FOR SALE

|

feeling

Main

need

ing

to Church?

day of

and

worship.

To

hour
pleasant, restful church,
sincere
short, impressive

mind
and beautiful music satisfies
inspires
the spirit
lire
the soul.
puts
inwho attends regularly.
the power
faith
God, faitn'in humanithe
without it.
ty.
Universalist Church (it will do
good) Sunday
10.30, Rev. William Vaughan pastor.
morning

r’

EXECUTIVE

J

COMMITTEE,

Street, Belfast.

Way Down East
Orchestra to

Bring Special
Bangor Opera House

The soul of D. W. Griffith is in the

the

picture,” he declared. “I like to
have some well remembered melody
to typify various characters in the
picture and I think that you will recognize this in Way Down East. The
audience is particularly keen to catch
the melody idfntifying Martha Perkins, the gossipy old maid, and as
soon as that melody is heard there is
a laugh or a smile, for it is known
that she is going to be active in her
amusingly malicious way. I have had
some of the tunes changed in tempo
or varied in form to fit situations and,
as in all other scores for my productions, you will find that I do not over-

Hearts of The World had their special and selective scores, with some
original melodies interspersed. Now
Way Down East which is to begin a
week’s engagement at the Bangor
Opera House next Monday night,
coming here direct from its recordbreaking run at the Tremont Temple,
Boston, again accentuates the Griffith
genius in fitting the picture and the
music. For a week before the first
showing of Way Down East in Boston, the orchestra that was assembled for the production had long rehearsals. Griffith himself was present at a number of these and he was
never satisfied until, just the desired
effect had been attained. This was
not only with respect to the music,
however, but also with relation to
the lighting and to the mechanical
means to give the impression of realism. And the music that was played
represented many thoughtful hours
on
his part and also|some actual

look that greatest melodies of

a

handmaiden to

What Is

the

drama, Wagner. He is for all time
and for all people, and in England
today he is frequently to be heard
in repetitions of his mighty music
dramas.”

composition.
“I consider music

Tel. 228-5

to

music that is played as an important
part of the showing of his masterpieces The Birth of a Nation and

)

Why Go

Dresses

on

New Dresses in Canton Crepe, Taffeta, Crepefde-chene, Tricolette and the new Satin;. All sizes
and colors.

“The Great Blackstone”

Quick Service

at very

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

KENNEDY

■

color, material and styft is here
prices.

new

I

Mr Griffith is sending Way Down
East to the Bangor Opera House,
with the same big orchestra that has
been furnishing the music for the
production in Boston the past thirty
weeks, which in itself is a feature to
be looked forward to with pleasing
anticipa'tion. The sale of seats for
Way Down East will start next
Thursday at 10 a. m.—Advt.

Osteopathy?

of that system of the healing art which places
the chief emphasis on the structural integrity of the body mechanism,
as being the most important single factor to maintain the well-being of
the organism in health and disease. The theory of Osteopathy perhaps can1 not be more thoroughly or plainly stated than in the language of its founder,
Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, an “old-school” physician and army surgeon:
“Osteopathy deals with the body as an intricate machine, which, if kept
i
!
in proper adjustment, nourished and c ired for, will run smoothly into a useful
1
old age. As long as the human machine is in order, like the locomotive or
the functions for which it
any other mechanical contrivance, it will perform
When every part of the machine is adjusted and in perfect
was intended.
harmony, health will hold dominion over the human organism by laws as
s
natural and immutable as the law of gravitation.
)
“Every living organism has within itself the power to manufa ture and
to build and repair itself,
prepare all chemicals, materials and forces needed
together with all the machinery and apparatus requii^d to do this work in the
most perfect manner, producing the only substances that can be utilized in

OSTEOPATHY

is the

name

|

■

l

|

|
|
|
|

the economy of the individual.
“No material other than food and water, taken in satisfaction of the
demands of normal appetite (not perverted taste) can be introduced from the

outside without detriment.”

TERRIBLE ECZEMA
FOR 10YEARS
No Trace Of The Disease
Since Taking “Fruif-a-tives”
Dover, News Hampshire.

“In 190G, I began to be troubledwith
Eczema.
My arms and legs were
bandaged most of the time; and
Sometimes I could squeeze the pus
out of my hands, they were so had.
About 3 months’ ago, 1 chanced to
read an ad. of ‘Fruit-a-tives’ and
‘Sootha Salva’, in which was told of
a person cured of Weeping Eczema
by these remedies.
After using two boxes of 'Fruit-artives
and one box of ‘SootharSalva. I am
entirely
free of Eczema.”.
*
Dr. E. N. OLZENDAM, D.Y.M.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBUKG, N. Y.

I SHIPPING CONTAINER

MUKKILLs
Miss Flora

pendicitis

Murch, R. N.,

case

QUITE IMPORTANT

IS

is on an ap-

in Belmont.

Keith Weymouth has gone to Albany,
Maine, where he teaches this spring.

Be Considered

Factors to

Mr. John Berry and Mrs. Russell Cross
have both been quite ill, but are now

Basket, Crate or Carton Should Be
Suited Especially to Produce to

and Esther Hunt.

Be Marketed—Desires of Cus-

Harold and Hovie Cross attended the
funeral of their great uncle, Hon. Daniel
at Freedom, Saturday, April 2.
W.

tomers Must Be Met.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
One Important requirement for mar-

Dodge,

Weymouth

Mr. and Mrs. George

en-

tertained an evening party recently. Refreshments oi ice cream and cake were
Berved.
Leona Woodbury irom wasuue uuu mson
Maynard from Colby passed their
Easter vacation with their respective
families.
Our

veteran, James

respected

Harding,

celebrated his 80th birthday March 28. A
heavy shower of post cards happened
along that same day. His many friends
wish him many returns of the day.

keting

farm produce from producer
to consumer Is a proper and
satisfactory shipping container, say
marketing specialists of the United
States Department of Agriculture. A
container should be suited especially
to the produce to be shipped and
should be selected only after considering such factors as durability, size,
appearance and cost.
Much dissatisfaction
Durability.
with direct marketing has been caused
t by using containers which were not
direct

—

&

given Mr. and Mrs.
reLester Merrithew at the grange hall
Miss Clara Blanchard, the daughter of cently. About 75 friends and relatives
Capt. and Mrs. Banning Blanchard of were present, a little program was carBrooklyn, N. Y., has recovered from a ried out and refreshments of ice cream
were
severe attack of scarlet fever. Capt. and and cake served. The “newly-weds”
Mrs. Blanchard have built an attractive pleasantly remembered by a fine reading
china
bungalow on the shore near the home of table, silver knives and forkB and a
A

reception

the Sargent Block in Main street, which
was occupied through the winter by Mr.
and Mrs. Edmund Eno.

Mr. and Mrs.
Eno have reopened Brookside, their home
in Steamboat avenue.
Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Stone, who
house in Reservoir

winter, have

the Adams

rented
street

through the

moved back to their home

in North Searsport.
Funeral services for Mrs. Eliza Palmer
who died at her late home in Ba\

Smith,

View street Easter

faithful attendant of the Congregational
church. She is survive i by her daughter,

sufficiently strong. This is especially
true when containers are used more
than once. Shipping containers should
be light in weight but sufficiently durable to carry the produce.
Size.—The size of a container depends upon the desires of the customers. Most persons wish to obtain small
quantities of each product at a time.
Containers should be just large enough
for the produce shipped. If the carton
is too large or too small, both the
produce and the container are likely
to be damaged, for the produce will
not be kept in place and the container
will he crushed. The larger the quantity of produce shipped in one parcel
the lower will be the cost per pound
for transportation and the lower the
container cost per pound.
container
should
Appearance.—A
present an attractive appearance, both
on
arrival and when opened, and
should show the produce to advantage.
Of course, new containers are more
attractive
than
those which
have
been used; and only those secondhand
containers
which
are
clean
should he used again.
Cost.—The cost of containers puts a
distinct limitation on small shipments
of farm produce.
A shipment must
have considerable value in order that
the transportation charges and cost of
container may not equal a large percentage of the price. The price which
can be reasonably paid for a
container,
will depend on the value of the con-

After the
green house and cutflowars.
service the potted plants were sent to 22
“shut-ins,” the cutfloweis placed upon
Dr. Pearson’s grave. The school gave an
Easter offering of over $17 for the flower
fund for the benefit of sick Sunday school
pupils or those who are taken away from
excellent
fine East-

Easter sermon and there
er service of song by a choir of 13 voices.

by

a

freezer of ice

the finishing touch to

son, Fred B. Smith of Searsport, by
two brothers, Joseph Palmer and Dwight
a

Palmer of Belfast, and by one sister, Miss
Lucy Palmer of Belfast. She also l.-aves
three grand

children,

of

Brockton, Mass.,
of Belfast, and Earl
Searsport.

Mrs. Leon Cobbett

Mrs. Harold Coombs
Palmer Smith of

a

KNOX
Sc hools in town began April 11th.
Vernon

helping Frank

Thompson is

Hubbard.
Nathan Davis has his

new

Shibles will teach the Stream
school this spring.
Mrs. Lucy Kenney was

Frank Commow left recently for Bathurst, N. B. for an indefinite stay.

of her parents in Belfast.

Mrs. Ralph Jackson of Belfast is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jason Littlefield.

Mrs. Cora Vose recently.

Mrs. Frank A. Foster and

son

Charles

trip to Brockton,

Mass.
Mrs. Alfred Fayle has returned from a
week at her old home in Holden and in
Brewer.
James Cushing of Bangor was [a recent visitor at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Commow.
Mrs.

J.

shop ready

Perry

STOCKTON SPRINGS

a

gave

for business.

—

have returned from

cream

happy day.

B.

Porter and son Gerald of
Brownville have been recent guests of
her brother, Id. H. Hatt.
Mrs. C. S. Knox and grandson of Alton
have returned home after a visit with
her sister, Mrs. H. W. Dunham.
William W. Smith suffered a big loss
in the death of one of his fine
pair of
greys. The horse had been sick for several days and the efforts of the

veterinary

Mrs.

a

recent guest

Edith Vose of Montville visited

Grip colds

are

very prevalent and there

is much sickness in town, j

-—

INSECT DOES SMALL DAMAGE

J. Webb and Merton Bradford were in

Augusta recently

on

Corneilus Larrabee

was

on

sawing wood in

ited at Frank Hubbard’s

recently.

Mrs. Jennie D. McGray has been visit-

ing relatives in Belfast and Citypoint.
Mrs.

Anna Abbott has been

several days with Mrs. George

spending
Harding.

Mrs. Maude Marden arrived home from

Hanson, Mass.,

where she spent the win-

ter.
Linwood Stephenson and Coyt Ingraworking in the mill for Joe Bry-

Miss Ida Bailey and friend, Miss Philbrick, of Belfast, have lately visited at
A. S. Bailey’s.

PROSPECT FERRY
Earl Bowdoin of Rumford
visiting relatives recently.

has

been

A. P. Mills has returned after; a visit
with relatives in Cambridge, Mass.
Miss Lucy Grindle is rapidly recovering
from her operation and is nowi at her

:
home.
Oscar Belleadaux, formerly ot this
place, recently spent several days with

friends here.

s

rant artificial control measures.
This caterpillar rolls a leaf shelter,
the Interior of which Is rather difficult
to reach with Insecticides. Ordinarily,
the rolled leaves can be clipped and

burned,

they are easily detected.
Arsenate of lead, two or three pounds
to oO gallons of water, is recommended as a foliage spray when the leafroller becomes abundant.

Friends of Mrs. John McKeen of East
Knox were sorry to hear of his death,
which occurred April 2nd, after a short
illness.

Plan to Have It Permanently Productive by Protecting It From Fire
and Overgrazing.
Make

VICTIMS
RESCUED

woodland

kinds to grow for

troubles
cause

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR IA

Leek for the name Gold Medal oa every bat
aad accept no kaitatkai

permanently

i
1

a

future crop.

THE CLEANEST TASTE
IN THE WORLD
Exquisite mouth cleanlito
ness, so

essential

health and personat charm is asaured by the

take much business from the railroads

The Columbian National Life Insurance Co.

3,556.332

17
09
66
29
19
15
54

71

of the

Congregational church. His wife,
formerly Miss Alice T. Sibley, and their
daughter, Mrs. Arthur P. Sampson of
Bath, survive him. His family has lost

Belfast,

73
79
00
52
00

67

Real estate. $ 1,488,469 18
55.200 0C
Collateral loans.
93,544 92
Stocks and bonds. 19,983,130 62
Cash in tffice and bank. 3,378.487 34
Agents’ balance. 6.390 648 CO
Interest and rents.
251 553 24
II other assets.
957,166 45
Gross ass< ts.
$32,598,289 75
Deduct items not admitted. 2,061.163 28
Admitted aesets.$30 537.126
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid losses.$ 9,664 694
Unearned premiums. 10,24°,491
All other liabilities.
1,719 869
Cash capital. 4,500 000
Surplus over all liabilities. 4,832,069

g

• ■

Rfipr
Keepi

^tuetb clem
lt« natural color*
30c and 60e at your Druf f irt
TH]! ANTIDOLOB MFO. CO.
Y.
W Main St.. Bprinacllla. B-

seND.

SAMPl-K TUB* rR1*

The

home

Saturday

at 1 p. m., Rev. William

That

is the

truest

American

93
90

86
00
78

A

gether

or

Facsimile

in

certain

parcel

Bonding and Insurance
Company, Boston, Mass.

Assets, Derember 31, 1920
$ 373,000 00
Mortgage loans,
22,966 66

Real estate,

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

Agents’ balances,

55,050 00

747,914

Bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Premiums in collection.

59,663
311,011
9,024

Interest and Rents.

96
37
92
52

Gross assets.
$1,182,664 77
Deduct items not admi.ted.
16,981 54

the

Admitted Assets.$1,165,683 23
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net

unpaid losses...$ 290,159

00
440.907 09

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities and reeerves..
Surplus over all liabilities.

127,796 70
306,820 44

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,165,683 23
3wl5

Lumbeimen’s Mutual Insurance Co.,
MANSFIELD, OHIO
Ufe

The

Assets December 31, 1920.

Estate.$

100,000 00
366.660 00
25,000 00

Mortgage Loans.
Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds..
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balance.
Intelest and rents.

788.014 00
49

301,320

130,829 87
13,486 62

All other assets..

500 10

Admitted assets..... $1,725,800 98
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid losses......$ 362,808 00
Unearned premiums.
9(3,149 74
All other liabilities..
42,038 00
over
liabilities..
Surplus
617,8(5 24
Total liabilities and surplus.... $1,725,800 98
3wl5

National Union Fire Insurance

Company,

Pittsburg, Pa.
Assets December 31, 1920
$ 247 000 00
Mortgage loars.
Stocks and bonds..6,968,767 70
Cash in

cffice and bark.

Agents’balances.
Bills receivable...
Interest and rents...
All other assets.....

737.554 37
887,805 08
191 675 94
87,381 54
272,397 44

Gross assets... ..$8,392,582 07
Deduct items i.ot admitted.
509,372 32

assets..$7,883,209 75
lLiabilities December 31, 1920.

Admitted

Net unpaid losses............... $ 692.99 6
Unearned premiums. 4,860.607
All other liabilities..
225,000
1.300.000
C&Bh capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 804,615

29
81
00
00
65

Assets Dec, 31, 1920
Real Estate.
Loans

Collateral loans.
Stocks and Bonds.!
Cash in Office and Bank.

Agents’

Balances.

Bills Receivable..
Interest and Rents.
AH other Assets.
Gross Assets....!
Deduct items not admitted.

488,820
29,006
7,753
2,632
4,692

7,600

60
78
96
43
11
00

640.405 88
17,992 29

Admitted Assets.I i 622,413 69
Liabilities Dec. 31,1920
70,246 96
Net Unpaid Losses.!
118,817 23
Unearned Premiums.
88,360 40
All other Liabilities.*.

Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Total Liabilities and Surplus....!
8wl6

HS‘SS222
100,000 00

622,413 69

admitted,

00
00
00
83
09
84
00
17
12

31,

(James Pattee &

17 688 73
0 00
147,628 04

surplus, $578,433 47
Son, Agents, Belfast

Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company
Hartford, Connecticut
Assets December 31, 1920.
0 00
Real estate..$
0 00
Mortgage loans...
Coll teral loans.0 00
Stocks and bonds. 7,707,654 71
.Cash in office and bank..... 1274 498 31
Agents’ balances... 2,262 169 14
Bills receivable.
839 54
Interest and rents.
91,713 28
All other assets.
425,834 34

01
31
10
00
54

j

Admitted assets.$11,162,918 09
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid losses.
$4,309,906
Unearned premiums. 3,917,600
All other liabilities.
711,252
Cash capital.
1.000,000
Surplus over ail liabilities. 1,224,159

Assets December 31, 1920
Real Estate.
$402,699 64
Mortgage Loans. 2,641.422 38
200,000 00
Collateral Loans
Stocks and Bonds. 13,369.483 22
Cash in Office and Bank. 1,729.413 23
Agents’ Balances. 1,866,490 16
bills Receivable
196,372 96
150,996 76
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets..
91,288 91

14
05
29
00
61

Total liabilities and surplus., .$11,162,918 09
Dickey, Real Estate and Insurance,

Orrin J,

Belfast, Maine

3wl3

Gross Assets.$22,627,076 15
Deduct items not admitted. 1,412,631 54

The Insurance Company of

Admitted Assets.$19,214,444 61
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 1,794,507 83
Unearned Premiums. 9,334,899 49
All other Liabilities.
1,022,500 00

December'31, 1920
Real Estate.$ 182.244 30
100 000 00
Mortgage Loans.
0 00
Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds.. 4,149.102 54
287,084 39
Casn in Office and Bank.
592,884 40
Agents’Balances.
0 00
Bills Receivable.—
and
Rents.
Interest
89,756 28
62,340 11
All other Assets.

5,062,537

Total Liabilities and Surplus....$19,214,444 61

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast

Pennsylvania

Fire Insurance

15,299

j

68

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Losses. $ 470,215
Unearned Premiums
2,935,130
62,755
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital. 1000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities. 558,131

surpl.ua...$10,842,381
William L. Luce, Agent, Belfast

Total liabilities and

3wl8

Unpaid

01
54
02
00

3wl5

Special Notice

92

We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business all the time and if you

69
80

we

00

98
29

5

..

Total liabilities and surplus.
Held & Quimhy, Agents !

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.

Deduct items not admitted..
Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31,
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Cush capital.
..

Surplus

over

all liabilties...

Total liabilities and surplus.
William L. Luce, Agent,
3wl6

Peerless

Casualty Conn

KEENE, NEW HAM1
Assets Dec. 31, 192<
Real Estate.
Mortgage Loans.
Collateral Loans..
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank.

Agents' Balances.
Bills Receivuble.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets..

Cross Assets..
Deduct items not ad.mitted.
Admitted Assets

*.

Liabilities Dec. 31,
Ur paid Losses....
Uuearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Cash C pital.
Surplus over all Liabilities...
Net

or sell real estate of any kind
would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,

wish to buy

ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, OddlFellowa’ Block, Belfast,;Me

tfi7j

Surplus

M. A. Look, General Agent.
Maine

_Belfast,

I

Employers’ Liability A:
poration, Limited. U S

he

Assets

December 31.

Real estate.
Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank and
hands of Trustee.
Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Rents.
Advance to Employees —ace.
Mkt. Value of Bonds, over B

1

Value..
Deduct items not

admitted.

Admitted assets.
Liabilities Dec. 31, D1
Net

Unpaid

Losses.

Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Statutory Deposit.
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Liabilities and Surplus.
Automobile Liability, Burglar;
er, Engine, Fly wheel, Use
Plate Glass, Fidelity, Accident.
Workmens’ Compensation Inst.
Total

C'ampbell, Pay son & Noyes, H.n
Portland, Maine.
W. A. Mason. Belfast, Maine

Representative.

41

Total Liabilities and Surplus—$5,026,231 98
G. G. Abbott, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

11

29

M

Gross Assets

Admitted Assets....$5,026,231 98

Gross assets.$11,227,287 87
Deduct items not admitted.
884,956 58

Admitted assets.
$10,342,331
Liabilities December 31,1920.
Net unpaid losses.$ 764,521
Unearned premiums. 6,861,704
All other liabilities.
211,046
Cash capital.
750,000
over
liabilities.
2,265,067
Surplus

Pa.

Assets

Net

25,000 00
Mortgage loans...
2,836 77
Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds..... 8,645,911 62
53
and
office
bank.
8(8,379
Cash in
Agents’ balances. 1,431,089 40
0 00
Bills receivable....
116,399 76
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

the State of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Gross Assets.
$5,403,412 02
Deduct items not admitted.
377,180 04

Company

1

;;

Admitted assets...
Liabilities December 31.
Net unpaid losses.......
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities..

Total Liabilities and
Gross assets.
*11,762,709 32
Deduct items not admitted.
599 791 23

St Paul, Minn.

Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

I

Cross assets..

$ 2.1,192 30
388,924 40

3wl3

96

00
28

Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

1920.

Total liabilities and

3wl3

2,000,000

)
|

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in < ffi :e and bank...

$578,433 47

December

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$7,502,640 96
Jsmes Fattee & bon, Agents, Belfast

508-10 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Assets December 31, 1920.
Real Estate .$ 183,371

None
None
None

(Liabilities

Gross assets .$8,161,228 05
Decuct items not admitted.
658,587 09

T he

Company

$599,390 39
20,956 92

Admitted assets,

Assets

Total liabilities and surplus... $7,883,209 75

Massachusetts Accident

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION
London, England

Cash

United States Hranch
Norwich Union Fire Insurance t-i ct
Assets December 81. lWti
Real estate.
$
Mortgage loans..
Collateral loans.

Collateral loans.
Stocks ami bonds.
Cash in office and bar k.
Agents’ balance...s.

3wl3

Assets December 31, 1920.
Real estate,
$ 2,769 52
Mortgage loans,
105,402 00
Collateral loans,
103,750 00
Stocks and bonds,
255,241 15
Cash in office and bank,
65,552 91
Agents’ balances,
57,829 65
Bills rei eivable,
0 00
Interest and rents,
5,943 78
All other assets,
2,901 38

3wl3

3wl3

3wl5

78

461,346 54

Merrimack Mutual Fire Insurance to.,
Andover, Massachusetts.

GEORGE STRICKLAND.

Company

$7,193,129

for Maine.

Warranty Deed which bears even date wiih
this instrument and is,a part of this transac
tion.” And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.

St. Paul Fire & Karine Insurance

r»

_3wl5
surplus, $6,731,783 24
The
Aetna Casualty and Sun
Macomber, Farr & Whitten, Augusia, Me,,
650 Main St.. Hartford, tom. a
Gen. Agts., Surety Department for Maine.
Assets December 31, 192'
A, D. Patent, Lewiston, Me., Agency DiReal estate.. $
rector, Accident & Health D’epartmem,
Mortgage cans..

of real estate situ-

Admitted Assets.$7,502,640
{Liabilities December 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,125,187
Unearned Premiums.. 3,5i6,006
All other Liabilities.
248,127
0
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.’ 2,612,920

NCWVuh*

lotal liabilities and

in Troy, in the Countj of Waldo, arid
bounded and described as follows: “Bounded
south by the stage road leadng from Unity to
Troy Corner; east by land of E. D. Mitchell;
rorth bv land of Fred A. Myrick, and west by
land of James Luce, with the buildings thereon, containing thirty-tight acres, more or
less.”
“Also one other parcel of land situated in
said Troy and lying on the road leading from
said stage road by Fred Hollis' house to Mitchell’s Corner and extending on said road twenty-five rods, and extending oack thirty-two
rods; and bounded on the east, south and west
by said Fred A. Myrick’s land, containing five

December 31, 1920
0
Real estate. $
0
Mortgage loans
loans.
0
Collateral
Stocks and bonds. 6,329,725
594,717
Cash in office ana bank.
Agents’ balances. 933,001
0
Bills receivable.
70.320
Interest and rents.
assets.
All other
233,463

CENTAUR COMPANY.

Deduct items not admlttec,.

Admitted assets,
$6,731,783 24
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid losses,
$1,463,197 89
Unearned premiums,
2,713 930 93
All other liabilities,
499,459 21
Cash capital,
1,500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
554,795 21

ated

March 25. 1921,

bank,

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

acr< 8. more or less, meaning and intending to
Mutual Casualty Company convey the same premises which were this
day conveyed to me by Ida F. Rollins by her
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

December 31, 1920
Mortgage loans.. $

0 00

4,181,589 92
809,323 10
1,297,040 00
2,593 61
47,976 43
157,640 06

Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Lumbermen's

Assets

THE

Massachusetts

Notice of Foreclosure

dersigned, a

Total Liabilities and Surplus....$2 209,038 S3
3wl5

Thirty Years'

|

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Waldo, SS, March 21, A. L>. 1921.
We, the undersigned, having been duly
appointed by the Honorable Ellery Bowden, Judge of Probate for said County,
Commissioners to receive and examine
the claims of the creditors of Herbert I.
Mitchell, late of Unity, in said County,
deceased, whose estate has been represented insolvent, hereby give public notice agreeably to the order of the said
Judge of Probate, that six months from
and after the second Tuesday in March
have been allowed to said creditors to
present and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the service assigned us,
at the residence of Gaunce R. Hunter, in
the town of Unity, said County and
State, on the 23d day of April and the
17th day of September, A. D. 1921, at ten
of the clock in the forenoon of each of
said days.
Gaunce R. Hunter,
J. E. MAGEE,
3wl3
Commissioners.

01

..

Sijnatureot ij

Gomp««.
The Centaur

Commissioners’ Notice

101,820

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 247,081 79
Unearned Premiums
1.394,^06 45
All other Liabilities.
34,741 71
Cash Capital, Deposit Capital
2(0,0«>0(0
Surplus over ail Liabilities. 333,008 88

|

resulting merefromjnlnfaniy-1

will languish together.—Daniel

by hie mortgage deed dated April 2,1919, and
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 333, Page 124, conveyed to me, the un-

Gross Assets-.$2,209,038 83
Admitted Assets. $2,209,038 83

|

and Feverishness
A.OSS of Sleep

Webster.

70
33

128 61

hclpSTRcmedy for

the whole population. Agriculture, commerce and manufactures will prosper to-

R. Tilton of

31.813 18

a
;

policy

Stocks and bonds..$1,892,819
Cash in Office and Bank.
182,457

Agents' Balance.
Interest and rents...
All other Assets.

Warm Sent

Constipation ami Diarrhoea.;
and

Bath,
AS, Clair,
WHERE
County of sagadahoc and State of Maino,

December 31, 1920.

I

\

I

Jtmfergrrra Flavor._£

which shall most usefully employ Amercapitol and labor and best sustain

U. S. Branch British America Assurance Co.

Toronto, Dominion of Canada

ft

SennaJbcKeUe Salts
Anise Seed

ClarifiedSugar

Berriman of Unity officiating. The bearers were Messrs. P. J,
Bryant, Samuel A.
Bryant, Phillip Williams, Frederick
Thurston, Roscoe Thurston and William
Sibley, Jr. The Horal display was beautiful including set pieces from the relatives and orders to which he belonged.

|

V

rPumpkin

who were always glad to meet
funeral was held at his late

him.

__‘jw lo

Cash

I Address.-....—

47

Total liabilities and surplus.$80,537,126 47
James. Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.

Assets

Jkd/ieafOIdDrSMUEll^^
;j
Seed

ican

Mortgage loans.

Mortgage

regular
and beautifully
da‘ly
jjrjgjr AjTO7 polithed.preterru?e
Jyr lug the enamel with

mtn
The world’s standard remedy for these
disorders, will often ward off these diseases and strengthen the body
against
further attacks. Three sizes, all druggists.

Children Cry

your

profitable by protecting It from fire
and from overgrazing; select for cutting only the mature, defective, overcrowded and inferior kinds of trees,
leaving the straight, thrifty and better

Kidney, liver, bladder and uric acid

Miss Faustina [Harding of Searsport
spent several days with the Percy. Hardings recently.

as

MAKE WOODLAND PROFITABLE

The Knox W. C. T. U. met with Mrs.
J. F. Bryant April 6th. The sum of ten
dollars has been raised to help the
Hoover relief fund.

COLD MEDAL

Its Attack on

vegetable crops, particularly beans,
sweet potatoes, asparagus and corn,
as
well as strawberries and other
The extent of the damage,
plants.
however, which has been Investigated
by entomologists of the United States
Department of Agriculture is not
large, seldom being sufficient to war-

Mr. and Mrs. Merton Bradford with
Master Merle-of Thorndike have been
guests at A. S. Bailey’s.

are most dangerous beof their insidious attacks.
Heed the first warning they gi
that they need attention by taking

Attention

A minute, green caterpillar, called
the red-banded leaf-roller, has attracted attention through Its attack on

parents,

and Mrs. Levi S. Griffin.

Attracted

Many Vegetables.

ham are
ant.

Has

Account of

this neighborhood recently.
Mrs. Grace Batchelder of Brooks vis-

to

Real

Leaf-Roller

business.

The many friends of Mrs. Amy Coleman will be glad to learn that she
has
left Haynes Memorial Hospital in Bos
on,
after having been under treatment there
for some days for an abscess
following a

young daughter, Ada Frances, who has
been confined to the contagious ward of
the same hospital for a number of
weeks,
suffering from scarlet fever was released
from quarantine the same
day. Mrs.
Coleman and her daughter
immediately
returned to the home of her
Mr.

attractive and satisfactory containers
often can be made by the producer at
a low cost from clean, discarded paper-board boxes in which merchandise
has been shipped.

Miss Esther Tibbetts of Montville is
working for Mrs. Mattie Abbott.

proved futile.

serious attack of tonsilitis while spending the winter in Medfield, Mass. Her

tents, the cost of transportation, and
the price received for the produce as
compared with the price that could
be received locally. A maximum price
that should be paid cannot be stated,
as each case must be decided by studying all of the factors involved.
Cheap splint baskets are satisfactory for many kinds of produce. For
products that need no special type,

|

Castoria

of the Freedom Academy Association and
had shown great interest in the welfare

Increased rates on railroads have reach- a
most devoted husband and father, his
a point where they discourage shiptown a loyal citizen and his county one
ments, and the result is a net loss, because of its
best men. Oi a most companionit has made possible for the motor truck
able disposition he had many friends in

Fidelity and Guaranty Co
Baltimore, Md.
Assets December 31, 1920.

Satisfactory Basket for Potatoes.

Genuine

ed his town as selectman and as treasurer; for mapy yearn he was the treasurer

ed

United States

large

Attention to

effectively.

I

Mothers Know That

tanner, which he followed many years.
He was a member of the Masonic and
Pythian Fraternities, and had served
hia district as their
Representative to
the Grand bodies. For
years he had servas

3wl5

Sunday afternoon,
were held Wednesday at 2 p. m., Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Paul entertained
Harold LeMay of the Congregational
an Easter dinner party of 11 March 24. A
church officiating. The bearers were
for all. A dinner that
Capt. J. D. Sweetser, Capt. Charles full day of pleasure
not be improved and each guest
could
N.
F.
and
Wm. M.
Nichols, Capt.
Gilkey
as their part to it a fine large
Parse, and interment was in the family brought
One of the pleasing features of
lot in the village cemetery.
Mrs. Smith appetite.
The
was an “opening.”
the
afternoon
was born in Belfast in 1838, the daughter
and in
of Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Palmer. Soon host brought in a very large box
it to
after her marriage to George F. Smith the name of the company presented
of
the
At
the
of
the
one
opening
guests.
she came to Searsport to live, and the
remainder of her life was spent here. In 5th box a very pleasing practical present
was found that delighted the receiver.
her declining years she was devotedly
the
cared for by her daughter, Miss Frances The opening was accompanied by
Smith.
When in health Mrs. Smith was reading of nine little original poems.
a

and

One of the best known and most highly respected citizens of Waldo County,
Hon. Daniel W.
Dodge, died at hia home
in Freedom, March
30th.
The end came
suddenly, although he had been in failing
health for some time. Mr. Dodge was
born Dec. 15,
1842, and has always been
a resident of
Freedom. At the age of
eighteen .ie took up bis father’s business

Total liabilities and surplus,. ..$19,225,443 71

Easter Sunday 71 pupils were in attendat the Sunday school. There was a
display of potted plants from the

us an

qniekly

Admitted assets.*.. .$19,225,444
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid losses.$
76,079
Unearned premiums..
215,078
Net reserve life dept..„
16.908,062
All other liabilities.
817,200
Cash capital.. 1,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities.
214,022

ance

was a

done wonders for sick people, men, women
and children. No harmful drugs—works

Gross assets.$19,579,161 99
Deduct items not admitted.
353,718 28

What might have been a very serious
accident happened Saturday, April 2nd.
Mr. Arthur Hatch brought out Adelaide

Rev. Mr Hunt gave

Balboa, Canal Zone. A father of three
children writes: “Will you kindly send
by mail two bottles of your Dr. True’s
Elixir. I cannot buy it here in Panama,
and don’t care to be without it in the
house, because I have three children, and
the Elixir is the best family remedy I
ever used.
When one of the children
isn’t feeling right, I give him a dose of
Dr. True's Elixir and he comes out hale
and hearty in the morning. Our children
have showed no signs of worms since
they have taken the Elixir. Last summer
one of our boys was very sick—but one
small bottle of your Elixir fixed him in
fine shape.” F. H. Purington.
The prescription, Dr. True’s Elixir, the
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, has

All other assets...

dish.

us.

Canal Zone.

BOSTON, MASS.
Assets December 31, 1920.
Heal estate.$ 1,076,448
Mortgage loars... 2,660.793
Stocks and bonds. 11,373,621
Cash in office and bank.
494,826
AgentB' balances.
86,675
Interest and rents.
330,665

was

Spring moving has been going on in
S. Barok has Merriam from Belfast. At her father s
Searsport with a rush.
purchased of Mrs. S. D. Morrill the house house he stopped, stepped out of the carknown as the L. M. Sargent house in riage. Just then his horse became frighProspect street, and will occupy it, with tened and ran, dragging Mr. Hatch forty
the family of Walter Curtis, formerly of feet in the mud and then got away, the
Monroe.
Mrs. Morrill has bought the young girl still in the covered carriage.
James Stevens house on Steamboat ave- After running a short distance somehow
nue, and will occupy it with John Clem- the wheel flirted up the reins so that
James Stevens has plucky Adelaide managed to get them,
ent and family.
moved to the Clement Stevens house in drove a little farther, calmed the horse,
West Main street, whicn has been occu- turned round and went back to Mr.
pied by Elder Elbridge Davis and family, Hatch.
and Mr. Davis has mo^ed into the rent in

HON. DANIEL W. DODGE.

.me

improving.

SEARSPORT

Capt. W. R. Gilkey, and Mrs. Blanchard
and daughters will spend their summers
in Searsport in the future.

in

Selecting Receptacles.

Katherine Hunt went to Portland last
week to visit her Bisters, Mrs. Hilda Dean

Father of Three Children
Writes From Panama

Seed Potatoes
I have a few bushels of
Beauty Potatoes, very earh
productive, at $1.00 a buslu‘,_
onds just as good to plant
E. H. KNOW 1.1'
bushel.
Elm rrer

NOTICE
For public auto service cai
Coombs’ Brothers, "lei
W. M.

PATTERSHALL.

j
j
f

\
§

1

\

much to try to work every day
constant, dull backache, or sudrung Pain *n the small of the back
0f it. Try Doan’s Kidney Pills.

,00

85'

I*

Don Strong, patrol leader.
,920'

DO THE WORK.

^yT

Hudson, W. H.
A little boy lost.

a

recommend them.

neighbors
neighbor.

^'heen

li dealers. Foster-Milburn Co.,

i.ifalo, N. Y.
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a

Dave Dashaway and his giant
airship. cl913.
Verne, Jules
Twenty thousand leagues under

V
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FIELD & QUIMBY
^rNA INSURANCE company

Incorporated

Commenced business
1819.
Wm. R. CLARK, President.
Guy e. Beardsley, Secretary

WHY SCRUGGS WAS HONORED
Texas

ex-Doughboy

Is Made State Ad-

ir.

uonai

the

D661-S

u'lemy’s treasure.
F229-9

oub

1921.

rider.

G86-13

Stephen
L462-2

1920.

f another.

1920.

M332-2

Alfred
desert.

1920.

N87

nian.

iers.

r°

f!’1'

runner.

J C37
oil prospector.

^ Edward
"dlool-boy.
w

b°ys

on

the Great

hs

^ Wdhsm

1920.

$185,743

JHM

None

Cash in Office and Bank,

Gross Assets,
Deduct items not

$7,181,613 62
380,507 81

admitted,

$6,801,105 81

Admitted Assets,

79

3wl3
Western Assurance

Company,

Toronto, Canada.
Assets December 31, 1920.
Stocks and Bonds,
$3,476,098 96
Cash in Office and Bank,
580,118 39
Agents’ Balances,
1,306,380 61
Interest and Rents,
49,083 77
All other Assets,
190,573 02

Series 21 Special-Six
Five Passenger. SO horse-

$5,602,254

Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

75
322,744 15

power,

119-inch wheelbase

$1750 f.o.b. Detroit

$5,279,510

Admitted Assets,

60

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

$1,727,812
1,751,808

Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,*
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,
Total Liabilities and

05
94
07
65,047
400,000 00
1,334,842 54

Surplus,$5,279,510

the

FROM
product

60

Assets December
Real

31,

1920.

$

Estate,

Mortgage Loans,
Stocks and Bonds,

73

4,357,192 21
5,005,603 41
107,011 80
386,667 78
391,612 83

Agents’ Balances,

Bills Receivable,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,
Gross Assets,
Deduct items not

779,477 20
159,224 25

32,895,868
Bank,

Cash in Office and

admitted,

~*i
Admitted Assets,

$44,082,658

raw

material

to

the finished

the Studebaker standards of

manufacture, inspection and assembly
are the
highest known in the industry—
and the remarkable performance of
Studebaker cars is largely due to the
fact that these standards are constantly

Company of North America,
Philadelphia, Pensylvania.

Insurance

21

maintained.

2,188,329 18
$41,894,329 03

This is

Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net Unpaid Losses,
$6 ,077,519 91
Unearned Premiums,
18,036,527 08
Allother Liabilities,
1.189,911 50
Cash Capital,
5,000,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities, 11,590,270 54
Total Liabilities

and

BANKS’

Sur-

plus,

a

Studebaker Year

GARAGE

Westchester Fire Insurance Company
100 William St., New York

SPECIAL-SIX TOURING CAR.$1750

SPECIAL-SIX 2-PASS. ROADSTER 1750
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. ROADSTER 1750

Assets Dec. 31, 1920
Real

Estate,

$5,876 00
93,710 00

Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and

at home for the vacation.
Miss Grace Blanchard and Miss Pearl
recent

spite of the bad traveling several

Bank,

Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,

$10,688,470 81

B. Dickey entertained
at dinner recently Mr. N. S.
Donahue,
County Agent, and Mr. Talbot of the U.
of M., instructors in the Extension School.

FOR FLETCHER’S

IA

PROUD OF OUR

!

I

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

!

$1,089,850 28
6,719,123 83 j
301,663 49 :
1,000,000 00 !

Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

1,577,833

surplus, $10,688,470

21 j
!
81

3wl3

j
!

"wicooiT
Undertaker

STUDEBAKER

CARS

ARE

EQUIPPED

UGHT-SIX TOURING CAR.$1485
UGHT-SIX LANDAU-ROADSTER. 1650
UGHT-SIX SEDAN.
2150
F. O. B. South Bend

WITH

CORD

Seeds peculiarly adapted to Northern New England soil.
Hardy,
dependable, reliable. Based on over 60 years’ practical experience
and
selecting, inspecting
marketing seeds.
Were you satisfied with last years’ hay crop, the vegetable crop?
Did the plants and flowers come along as you hoped ? No! Perhaps it
was

the seeds:—

TRY K & W SEEDS this

Belfast,

Maine.

TIME TO THINK OF AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.

Drink////,

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

Tel. 61-3

In Use For Over 30 Years
the

Expert

Piano

Tuning

and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,
BELFAST, MAINE.

Assets Dec. 31; 1920.

41tf

Signature

of

The United States is

the only country
money for

COFFEE

get real
their goods and really get it.
where traders

can

You

are

Used Cars

Dodge Touring Car, new last July, in
perfect condition.
Dodge Touring Car, 1918 Model, paint
0 1 Coon Skin Fur Coat, as good as new, good as new. Thoroughly overhauled, at
1 Sleigh, newly painted and in first class a bargain.
Stocks and Bonds (Actual Market Value Dec. 31, 1920)
33,283,148 75
condition.
Buick. Four, 1917 Model, in excellent
Cash in office and Bank,
3,451,723 33
tf7
condition.
Apply to J. H. CILLEY, City
2,581,550 56
Agents’ Balances,
Mitchell, 1919 Model, in perfect shape,
283,030 73
Bills Receivable,
recently painted, cord tires on rear.
Interest and Bonds,
196,312 83
Mitchell 1916, four cylinder, all in good
0
All other Assets,
Sold cheaply.
To make a home for a capable young or shape.
09
$41,020,610
Overland 90 Model, in elegant conGross,
middle aged lady as assistant housekeeper
Deduct items not admitted,
162,732 52 in a
family of three adults—one that dition. Just out of paint shop.
would appreciate a good home rather
Overland, Little Four, 1920 Mode
Admitted Assets,
$40,857,877 57 than high wages. Must be of good charCALL AND SEE THEM AT
Dec.
1920
Liabilities,
31,
acter and standing, none other need apBACKS’ GARAGE,
Net Unpaid Losses,
2,037,973 17 ply. One from the country preferred. In- THE
Unearned Premiums,
17,923,706 80 quire at Journal office or address Box 98,
tf 13
Now in Will Clark’» Store.
All other Liabilities.
1,843,925 60 R. D. 4, Belfast.
Cash Capital,
10,000,000 00
all
00
Liabilities, 9,047,272
Surplus over

For Sale

$30,000 00
1,244,843 84

Total Liabilities and Sur-

/

$40,857,877

3wl3

57

Hartford Eire Insurance Company.
Assets December

31,

1920.

$ 2 208,878 75
744,500 00
98,500 00

41,613,643
5,214,185

7,820,347
60,928
459,339
259,032

63
76
52
50
32
01

Gross Assets,
$58,479,356 49
Deduct items not admitted, 2,852,408 14

Total Liabilities and

plus,
3wl3

Sur-

$55,626,948

35

,

likely to like il

1 i 11111 ITmT

WANTED

plus,

year.

Write for the 176 page Good Book on Seeds and Things Agricultural. It's free.
Write today 1
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Maine.

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

TIRES

CHEMISTS!

Not least among the triumphs of the
new American
chemical industry has
been the prodnction of the rare sugars,
so long a German
monopoly. The sugars
were called for by the small hospitals, as
they are required in small amount in
bacteriological laboratories—one of them
for instance, being the most sensitive
stimulant of typhoid growth, while others
serve in the detection of cholera germ,
The infinite care necessary to prepare
them in a state of ansolute purity makes
their cost seemingly enormous.
The
most expensive rare sugar catalogued is
stated by Drug and Chemical Markets to
be dulcitoi, at $375 a pound, while mannose is worth $140 a
pound. This is a
delicate and delicious sweet derived from
manna, which is secreted in thin scales
from certain trees and shrubs, and with
which the children of Israel were miraculously fed during their wanderings in
the wilderness. Xylose, quoted at $120 a
pound, is made from the corn cob; inulin
is obtained from the bulb of the dahlia at
certain seasons of the year. Other rare
sugars are—aribinose, at $100 a pound;
levulose, $80 a pound, and raffinose, $75 a

pound.

Phone 126-4.

1 he Continental Insurance Company
80 Maiden Lane, New York

Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
SOUTH MONTVILLE
Collateral Loan,
Stocks and Bonds,
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy Harriman have Cash in Office and Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
moved into the E, C. Pease house.
Bills Receivable,
Mr. Andrew Berry has sold his mill to Interest and Rents,
Mr. John Q. Adams.
All other Assets,
Mr. and Mrs. C.

f.U.tf. Uetroit

ALL

0 00
8,752,352 74
1,071,721 64
1,257,990 21
0 00
67,365 96
0 00

Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receivable,

SPECIAL-SIX COUPE.$2650
SPECIAL-SIX SEDAN. 2750
BIG-SIX TOURING CAR. 2150

Always bears

S567.232 27
2,860,063 43
252,456 39
1,000,000 00
1,121,353 72

a

Miss Florence Harriman, who is attending Bangor High school, has been

IN THE WILLIAM CLARK STORE

$41,894,329 03

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

Edward Averv and family have returnfrom Unionville, where they were

CAST

surplus, $27,112,320

Total liabilities and

00

6,311,577 90

j

4,500 00
5,152,660 60
896,*130 57
1,000,451 22
None
74,851 19
37,220 04

Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receivable,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,

Capt. E. E. Harvey of Bangor recently
spent several days at his cottage at the

O R

2,000,000

all Liabilities,

21

$15,000 00

Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans,
Stocks and Bonds,

Children Cry

192°-

over

Total liabilities and

Admitted Assets,
$55,626,948 35
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
The community chairman, O. W. RipNet Unpaid Losses,
$ 4,444,321 46
J Eg3-2
ley, reports forty members of the Farm Unearned Premiums,
30,484,338 36
Bureau in this vicinity.
All other Liabilities,
3,540,000 00
-k
Cash Capital,
4,000,000 00
JF77-3
Surplus over all Liabilities, 13,158,288 53
JC69-1

''

100,000.00
35,779 56

Real Estate,

r,aton, who has been quite ill with the
grip.

X B46

Capital,

Surplus

Admitted Assets,

Admitted Assets,
$185,743.21
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid Losses,
$ 1,238.05
Unearned Premiums,
47,592.99
All other Liabilities,
1,132.61

Assets December 31, 1920

W69-6

cl919.

Cash

None

Real Estate,
Miss Agnes Blanchard has returned to Mortgage Loans,
her home in Belfast after a visit in town. Collateral Loans,

were

79

Gross Assets,
None
$11,249,016 55
560,545 74
185,743.21 Deduct items not admitted,

American Central Insurance Company
St. Louis, Missouri

Chester Dow of Searsport has been
here several days with his uncle, James

J B245

None

Total Liabilities and Surplus,
3wl3

Harry Murphy is at home from Greenville, where he has been employed.

ed

13,740
140,278 68
25,408.20
5,253.28

Total Liabilities and Surplus, $6,801,105 81
3wl3
on

$27,112,320

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses,
$1,872,176 07
15,652,242 77
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
1,276,324 05

1,063,05

Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,
Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Guaranty Capital,
over all Liabilities,

Sm72

1902.

Bank,

j Surplus

teams have been hauling spool wood to
the Btatiou for F. S. Harriman.

JUVENILE

a,'oni

J*'1

!

Si492-5

Allen
don, Marathon

ii

j

1920.

fairy book.

A' F
l

!

guests of Miss Grace Clifford.

1918.

$

Agents’ Balance,
Bills nceivable,

>

R47 15

on Picture
comrades’
'er>ture. cl917.
H' 1-

'™a".

Mortgage Loans,

1920.

Harnegat.

0

Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans,

None
None

Collateral Loans,
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and

number of

Mrs. P. L. Bates has been away

In
rock.

3wl3

Real Estate,

SANDYP01N1

Hatt from Stockton village

®5sn M. R

fixed by the In-

‘Assets December 31, 1920.

several weeks.

,‘!lt Beatrice

those

Phenix Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Concord, N. H.

L581-3

1920.

are

Commissioners,

Surplus for Policy-Holdrs, $15,214,909 75
Losses Paid in 102 Years. 195,924,874 79

Point.

S.iiclair

we,, j r

statement iB based
surance

regular army teams.

innie and other new

novels.

0

—

business trip.

Jeffery

*'

_

Aggregate, including Capital and Surplus
$40,872,541 70
Note l’he security valuation on which this

Legion Athletes in Training.
American Legion athletes keep in
Training in many parts of the world
'by competing in all branches of sports.
The polo team of Kauai Post No. 2,
Department of Hawaii, has been the

C833

1920.

W

$40,872,541 70
Liabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 3,459,477 39
Unearned premiums,
21,173,154 56
All other liabilities,
1,025,000 00
Cash capital,
5,000,000 00
all
over
Surplus
liabilities, 10,214,909 75

pecially noteworthy in that their state
has already awarded each veteran a
flat bonus of $25 a month of service,
the largest stnte bonus to he granted.

M. A.
iy20.

*»'■

Total assets,

States O. K. Five-Fold Plan
The state legislatures of North Dakota, Oregon and Minnesota have
adopted resolutions urging that congress pass the Fordney bill, which embodies the five-fold compensation plan
of the American Legion.
The action
of the North Dakota legislators is es-

B94-2

1918.

/.an.

in cash, $5,000,090.

up

Assets December 31, 1920.
Real estate,
}, (410,000 00
Stocks and bonds,
31,671,500 92
Loans on collateral,
10,982 31
in
office
and bank,
Cash
3,865,483 59
Cash in hands of agents and
in transit,
4,356,235 06
Accrued interest,
210,643 95
Bills receivable,
60,479 17
Other admitted assets,
287,214 70

Because Charles W. Scruggs of Dallas, Tex., attended every state and na-

a

1819.

Capital paid

jutant Because He Attended Every
Legion Convention.

E R.
‘wre„

00
06
00
30
54
00
55
07
00

16,893,812
4.087,282
2,875,192
397,688
225,909

Admitted Assets,

..

SICK STOCK

victor in contests with

rarold

__

$707,200
1,961,625

Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Collateral L,oans,
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receivable,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,

Gross Assets,
$27,151,709 46
39,388 67
Deduct items not admitted,

The reconstruction period after the
great war is characterized by what may
Humphreys’ Romeo. Medicine Compan*
be called high pressure days.
The de- '56 William Street, New York.
mands of business, the wants of the
family, the requirements of society, are
more numerous now than ever before
The first effect of the praiseworthy
effort to keep up with all these things is
on treatment of
Horses, Cows,
commonly seen in a weakened or debiliSheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
tated condition of the nervous system,
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Vetwhich results in dyspepsia, defective
•unary Medicines. 156 William St.. N. Y
nutrition of both body and brain, and, in
extreme cases, in complete nervous prostration.
It is clearly seen that what iB needed is
what will sustain the system, give vigor
and tone to the nerves, and keep the digestive and assimilative functions healthy
and active. Many persons from their
own experience recommend Hood’s SarMaine
saparilla for this purpose. It acts on the
vital organs, builds up the system, and
fits men and women for these trying
Abstract of the Annual Statement of the
times.
In cases where there is biliousness or
constipation, it is well to take Hood’s
Hartford, Conn
Pills. They are a thorough cathartic, a
On the 31st day of December, 1920, made
gentle laxative.
to the State of Maine.

de &

ime

or Burning.
brings relief.
druggists

Send Free Sample of Ointment to

J V6-5

trying times

of

f

'•me

One application

R59

convention
American
mechanics and allied
Legion, he was
531 H18
rewarded with the
1915.
strenuous job of
li. & Craigo, R. T.
t
ndjutant of the
ematics. Pt. 2. Advanced
Texas department.
510 N79
1913
-matics.
,i
Mr. Scruggs enJ- !ilisted as a priunstruction and operation.
vate in the Thirty533.6 R18
sixth division
BIOGRAPHY
early in the war.
and served with
Vr«t. Nl. (T.)
that unit in AmerAsquith, an autobiography.
B2 As6 ; lea and trance.
020,
He was discharged as a sergeant at
*•
a
Camp Bowie, Tex., March 1, 1919. Mr.
llion of Edward Bok:
Scruggs attended the University of
lography of a Dutch boy
Texns and then taught school two
B
BOS
1921.
r
after
years. At the outbreak of the war he
George
was a reporter on a Texas newspaper.
as a boy in Greece.
B DS9
Convicts in Olive Drab Uniforms.
John
A protest against the wearing of
,5
the olive drab United States service
world emancipator.
B l.63-21 J uniform by prisoners of the Monroe
State Reformatory at Monroe, Washatrice
lias been made by Thomas N. Swale,
B3 R8
1910.
calier.
commander of the Washington deC. tS.)
>!
h
of the American Legion, who
partment
P21
B
1919.
in idyll.
with a committee of Legionnaires vislted that institution.
Representatives
B P31
nd romance. 1920.
of the bureau of War Risk Insurance
am! tlie federal board for Vocational
HISTORY
Education joined with tlie Legion
fra- J. M.
members in tlie protest to the state
'.sequences of the peace.
officials.
940.91 K52
Shortage of funds and tlie
low cost of the uniforms were rehistorical and geneasponsible for their adoption as the
cr, vol. 23-date, 1869official prison garb, according to state
929 N42
officials. It Is believed that the prison
TRAVEL
officials will adopt some other uniform for the convicts.
T43.1 B41
1920.
cndon.
W

For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

National Fire Insurance Company
of Hartford
Assets Dec. 31, 1920

-i_

448 Y4

,.

Rggj

’Presented.

SCIENCE
jilts. t

J

Belfast,

Wicker, G. R.
principles of economics.

,(ary

(COMPOUND)

1905.

INSURANCE

SOCIOLOGY
ft

A little puritan cavalier.

the

WITCH HAM OINTMENT

j R8(j

*Kockwood, Roy

<st' t;iau, farmer. R. F. D. No. 1,
Me says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills
used in my home with very
M results. I used them about
when my kidneys were out
r» ago
I was annoyed by having to
Kidney secretions too often and
highly colored and deposited a
W hen I went to rise from a
a
sharp pain would
t position,
r
jcross the center of my back
,,
i:
iv'a„ a hard matter to keep gbing
farm. I inquired fbr a
N on my
medicine and was advise’d to
Sons’
Drug Store and‘get
&
I used
,t Doan’s Kidney Pills.
;
jrdiug to directions and they
I have had
p in good shape.
rouble with mv kidneys since
id to endorse Doau’s Kidney

\,.„

1918.

Robinson, Edith

Ask

HUMPHREYS’

J H51-5

WOOD
I have a certain amount of dry
broken down trees and large

odd bits left by the wood
I would like to give some

wood,
limbs,
choppers,
one

I Jhave just taken a contract for six
months’ steady work and want 10 more
experienced stitchers. No cut in prices.
I pay the same coupon prices that 1 have
paid the last two years. Apply at
JELLISON’S, 66 High Street

■ WPPPHfl

nn TUP 1 ARtrl

^IIAUM

SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE I

House for Sale
J. DICKEY

Real Estate and Insurance, Belfast, Maine

FOfT SALE
•

Harmony Beauty Potatoes for seed or
the table at tl.00 per bushel.
The best early potato grown and excellent for table use the year around.
Better plant enough for twelve months’
supply, as only those farmers who from
long experience have become satisfied to
work for nothing and Board themselves,
will plant for the market this seasou.
A. B.
2wl4

Stitchers Wanted

who

wants wood.

ORRIN

tev

STANTIAL,

Belfast, Maine.

at Belfast—5 room house and

920

factory.
Apply

;ORRIN

to

J.

MILLIKEN-TOMLINSON COMPANY
Distributors,
Portland. Mo.

DICKEY,

Real Estate and Insurance,
Belfast Maine.

Twenty-Five Cents

^

\for sicR
headaches

Reacham’s
v

'Pills
--7

UNTIL MVY 1, 1921,

we will develop
size roll of film and make one print
from each good negative for twenty-five
cents. Mail ’tm. Mail orders solicited.

any

Tyler’s Photo Studio
373 Main Street, ROCKLAND, MAINE.
\

Eggs for Hatching
A heavy laying strain of Rhode Is’
Red and Plymouth Rock eggs at 50
A
M
per hatching. Apply to

Tel. 78-3

GEORGE INN M
M
Searsport

m

”

ASK

Colonial

BLACKSTONE
HE

KNOW&!

^

Theatre

|

ASK

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20

BLACKSTONE

ENGAGEMENT EXTRAORDINARY

HE

ALL

AUGUSTUS

PITOU, INC.,

PRESENTS

KNOWS ALL
\

The World’s Master Magician

THE

_I

GREAT__
t

V

And His Supreme Show of 1000 Wonders
A Car-Load of Scenery and Effects. 15 Associate Artists
3

z_;-

BLACKSTONE HAS APPEARED IN EVERY CIVILIZED COUNTRY ON THE GLOB'
THIS YEAR HE SPONSERS AN ALL NEW, GORGEOUSLY COSTUMED
AND
ELABORATELY STAGED PRODUCTION THAT HAS NEVER
BEEN EQUALLED BY
ANY SIMILAR ENTERTAINMENT
0

The Same Great Attraction that Appears in the
in the Principal Cities

Leading

Theatres

EXTRA

ASK

Prices, Plus Tax, $1.00 75c.
A Few at $1.50
=

BLACKSTONE
HE

KNOWS ALL

*•

1

The

\

Supreme Sensation

=

50c.

•

of the Season

ASK

BLACKSTONE
HE

KNOWS

ALL

